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SJSU's
 
ticket
 vendor
 under 
state  
scrutiny
 
By Monaca Jung 
Daily staff writer 
The 
executive
 
director  of 
the  SJSU 
Foundation,  
which 
uses 
BassilIcketmaster  
to sell tickets
 for 
Spartan
 Stadium,
 has come 
out on the 
side 
of the giant
 ticket 
vendor  over a 
bill
 that would
 limit 
ticket
 service 
charges. 
Kent 
Gibson said 
he opposes 
Senate Bill
 1896 because
 his founda-
tion's 
"modest" 
non-profit  
operating  
budget  could 
not  cover the 
increased  
costs that 
Bassilickeunaster
 would 
impose to 
recoup its losses 
from the 
bill's 
restrictions.  
Gibson wrote a 
letter against the 
bill to 
State Sen. Daniel Boatwright, 
D -Concord,
 based on information
 
from 
Bass/Ticketmaster,
 Gibson said. 
SB 1896 was 
introduced  by State 
Sen. Milton 
Marks,
 D -San Rafael, 
because 
service
 charges for a 
monopoly  organization like
 
Bassfficketinaster should
 be limited to 
15 percent, said 
Marks'  legislative 
director, Larry Morse. 
Last year Bass/Ticketmaster 
acquired significant assets of 
Ticketron, its number one competitor. 
The merger was 
approved  by the U.S. 
Department of Justice, 
but  Marks saw 
a rixl 
flag. 
He asked Attorney General Dan 
Lungren to investigate and see if the 
companies violated state antitmst laws. 
BassMckennaster
 also  sells tickets 
to performances
 at the Events Center, 
such as the Bob 
Dylan  concert May 9. 
Buyers are charged the face value of 
$25, a $4 Bass/Ticketmaster  
service 
charge and an additional $2.65 
han-
dling charge per order. The extra costs 
amount to more than 26 percent of the 
ticket value. 
According to Gibson, Bass officials 
told him that a 
cap on the service 
charges would
 essentially lead to 
increased costs for the 
foundation. 
"The foundation's job is to produce
 
high quality service at a reasonable 
price," 
Gibson  said. 
He said he was first informed 
about 
the 
possible  ramifications  of the bill by 
Diona Devincenzi, the San Jose area 
manager of Bass/lIcketmaster.
 
Gibson said Devincenzi told him, 
in a non -threatening way, it was 
important for him to know what could 
happen if this bill was passed. 
Devincenzi would 
not comment 
Friday on what information she gave 
to Gibson, and directed all questions to 
Bass/Tickemaster spokesman Larry 
Solters. Solters 
would  not go into 
specifics
 and would not say whether 
Bass provided Gibson with informa-
tion. He only 
would  say that Gibson's 
opinions were his own. 
In his letter to 
Boatwright.  Gibson 
listed six reasons for his 
opposition:  
 The foundation 
would  incur addi-
tional costs for computer
 equipment, 
software and communications
 which 
are 
now furnished
 by 
Bassflickennaster.  These 
costs would 
have to be 
absorbed  by the 
foundation  
or passed on to 
customers. 
 "Modestly
-priced" tickets to fam-
ily events and fine 
arts  and cultural 
events "would be a thing
 of the past" 
because  the ceiling 
on
 the service 
charge
 would "restrict distribution."
 
 Bassfficketmaster may be forced 
to severely 
reduce  the number of out-
lets available to the 
public.  
 Those outlets which 
can be main-
tained would have a reduced 
commis-
sion and 
therefore  would be forced to 
cut costs
 for such things like 
credit 
cards. 
 Bass/Ticketmaster
 would no 
longer follow the current practice
 of 
returning service charges to the
 foun-
dation from canceled shows. 
 Other 
services now offered by 
Bassrficketmaster  may have to be 
eliminated, such as the use of local 
telephone 
calls. A "900" service, paid 
by 
customers,  may have to be 
imple-
mented.  
Students 
who  buy a ticket from 
the  
BassflIcketmaster
 outlet at the Event 
Center to see a 
performance there, are 
usually not charged a 
service  fee. 
However, 
tickets
 sold at other 
Ba.ssillcIcetrnaster
 outlets for shows at 
the Event Center do require
 a service 
charge, of which 20 
percent
 goes back 
to the Events Center. 
Student Union Events Director
 Ted 
Cady, said 
the only negative thing 
he 
thinks 
could  happen to SJSU if the bill 
passed would be 
decreased  revenue 
from their 20 percent cut of the service 
charge.  
"If the percentage of the overall 
service 
charge
 is lowered, then so is 
our revenue:' Cady said. 
From July 1 to the end of February
 
of this year, 
the Event Center had 
made $7,317 from its 20 
percent cut of 
the 
Bassflickennaster  service charge. 
'Bass/Ticketmaster
 has created an 
industry  that makes 
people  have to go 
through them.'
 
Larry Morse 
Legislative director for Sen. 
Milton  Marks 
Morse, Marks' legislative
 director, 
said he considers BassMcketmaster
 to 
be a monopoly and thinks people
 
should have many 
venues
 they can buy 
a ticket from. 
"BassMcketmaster  has created 
an
 
industry 
that makes people have
 to go 
through
 
them,"
 
Morse  
said.  
Morse said he 
resents  Gibson writ-
ing a letter to his boss opposing the 
bill. 
"Comments about the bill should 
represent 
what
 the students think, and 
I 
don't know if Gibson's letter repre-
sented that," Morse said. 
The San Jose Box Office is one 
place customers can buy tickets
 
besides Bassffickeimaster, although 
the costs are not 
much
 cheaper. 
"This is how we stay in business 
and keep our doors open," Box Office 
manager Margo Will said. 
"Unfortunately,  this is the 
only way 
we 
can make money." 
Gibson said if Bass/Ticketmaster 
service charges get out of hand and if a 
point is reached where too much of the 
cost is being passed on to the cus-
tomer, then something would have 
to 
be 
done.  
"We would have to do an economic 
analysis and cost benefit analysis," 
Gibson said, "and determine 
what
 to 
do 
from  
there."
 
Local stars 
light  up South
 
Bay  
Music 
Awards  
Mambers of Spanish 
Fly accept the award 
for 'Hot Freestyle of 
the  Year' 
from
 the emcee of the 
South  Bay Music 
awards,
 Hammer. The awards
 
Velina 
Nurse  Daily 
staff  
photogrphe  
event 
was held 
on
 Saturday 
night  at the 
Red I.ion Inn
 in San Jose,
 and 
was 
sponsored
 by local
 radio station
 "Hot" 97.7
 FM. 
By Velina Nurse 
I iaily 
staff photographer 
Stretched polished limos, valet parking. 
women 
in
 low-cut evening gowns draped in 
pearls and mink stoles were all part of the first 
ever South Bay Music Awards, sponsored by 
radio station KHQT, "Hot" 97.7 FM. 
As the glitz and glamour of the  evening 
spewed out across the fans who packed the 
thunderbird room at the San Jose Red Lion Inn 
Friday night, the game of catching a glimpse of 
a favorite entertainer became the thing to do. 
And eyes bulged out with each 
passing  star. 
Although slow moving
 and interrupted 
numerous 
times  by the late arrival of entertain-
ers, the show was widely accepted by the audi-
ence. KHQT's Randy Moon, Bill Kelley, Alex 
Peterson, and Kelly and Klein, all morning per-
sonalities, were on hand to keep order and pro-
vide the faces behind
 the voices. 
With the local sounds of Planned B perform-
ing such 
top 40 hits as Prince's "Diamonds and 
Pearls," "Keep It Coming." by Keith 
Sweat.  and 
Color Me Badd's "I Wanna Sex You Up," the 
evening got under way. 
The show unfolded with the local talents of 
Spanish Fly, Brandon,
 and Roc, who performed 
the top -40 
hit  "My Girl." Local band. Lighter 
Shade of Brown, brought the fans to a roar with 
its rendition of "A Sunday Afternoon." 
As 
the evening rolled on. the audience 
became restless with the 
anticipated
 arrival of 
Grammy  Award winner Hammer. 
The buzz of 
"Too 
legit,  too legit to quit" 
echoed
 throughout 
the  evening in anticipation
 of Hammer's 
appear-
ance. 
A blow by blow
 report of Hammer's every
 
move, 
from  his aircraft s touch 
down
 at San Jose 
Airport  to racing to his limo, was 
broadcast
 by 
Kelly and 
Klein,  who started the 
ceremony  
rolling with the Song
 of the Year award which 
went  to Lighter Shade 
of Brown. 
I lot 
male  artist of the year 
went to Hammer. 
who emerged in a 
maroon  suit, displaying 
thin 
pin 
stripes,  a studded 
diamond  ring and the 
famous do. 
The evening
 progressed with 
Hammer  
emceeing
 the awards: Hot
 Female Artist 
went
 to 
Paula Abdul;
 Hot New Artist. 
Jodeci;
 Favorite 
Mixer, Eric 
Valdez:  Hot 97.7 
DJ, Victor 
Zalagosa
 Hot Rap 
Artist,
 Digital 
Underground
 
Fund
 set up 
for
 injured 
SJSU 
student 
By John Perez 
Daily staff
 writer 
An emergency fund has been estab-
lished for SJSU student. Brian !land,
 who 
was injured in a January 24th 
accident  
that 
also  injured his brother, 
Michael,
 a 
friend who was driving the car and took 
the life of his 20 -year -old sister, Karen 
Hand. 
The fund 
has been established to help 
Brian's mother 
with all of the follow-up 
care 
that
 is needed. 
Hand suffered a 
broken  vertebrae, a 
punctured lung, a  contused 
heart  and cuts 
to his 
head  when the car their 
friend  was 
driving 
hit a semi -truck heal
-on.
 
They had been 
driving his sister hack 
to the
 University of 
California  at San 
Diego after
 her semester 
break. 
Hand's 
brother  was 
critically
 injured 
and 
his  sister 
killed  
Doctors 
put rods in his 
back
 that, 
according  to 
Hand,  will be 
removed
 in a 
year. 
Within
 four or five 
days of the 
surgery.
 
Hand was up 
and walking 
around. 
Ile 
is currently at home in a 
plastic 
Gist that 
goes  from the 
bottom  of his 
neck
 
to 
his  waist. 
"The
 cast is like a 
turtle shell," 
Hand  
said. 
"The cast can 
be
 taken off bemuse
 it 
has 
Velcro  strips 
along
 the side for 
when  I 
get a sponge 
bath." 
Hand  has to 
wear the cast
 24 hours a 
day. 
If the
 accident 
wasn't 
enough  of a 
tragedy. 
Hand said 
his  mother 
lost  her job 
and
 her 
health
 insurance
 just 
before
 the 
accident.  
'land had 
attended 
SJSU last 
fall and 
was 
awarded  a 
$500  per 
semester  
scholar-
ship 
by the 
SJSU  
Alumni
 
association.
 
Santa Cruz chapter. 
The 
money  goes 
toward 
paying  for 
tuition. 
According  
to Bob 
Swanson,  
scholarship
 chairman 
for the 
association, 
the alumni 
voted  to ensure 
the scholarship 
money 
would  still be 
available  for 
Hand
 
when he returns
 to SJSU in the 
fall. 
Ile
 alumni has 
also  contributed 
to 
the 
emergency  fund 
to help the 
family.  I 
hope they are 
generous with their 
contri-
butions," 
Swanson
 said. 
'We  have 
used God 
to help
 us 
through.'
 
Brian 
Hand 
Accident 
victim
 
The 
death of Hand's 
sister has deeply
 
affected 
him and his 
mother,  but he 
said 
their religious 
faith  has helped 
them  deal 
with  the 
crisis.  
"We 
have
 used 
God  to 
help
 
us 
through.
 My 
sister is in a 
better place 
than
 
we 
are, so I hold 
on to that," 
said Brian 
ills sister's 21st
 birthday
 
would have
 
been
 
this
 year. 
The 
emergency  
fund
 has been 
estab-
lished at 
Bank
 of America
 in Capitola,
 
and
 is sponsored 
by the 
faculty
 at Cabrillo
 
College and a 
family friend. 
Those who 
wish to donate to 
the fund 
may 
send a 
check  to any 
Bank of 
America
 branch made
 payable to 
the  
Hand 
Family  
Emergency
 Fund 
at P.0 
Box 5 
Capitols, ('A 
95010.
 
News
 
anchors
 
Hutchins,
 Moore 
speak  
on 
broadcast
 
journalism
 
By Brian Harr 
Daily staff 
writer  
Former
 
KICU-36
 news
 anchor 
Jan 
Hutchins,
 
along 
with 
KNTV-11
 news 
anchor 
Doug
 Moore,
 
will give
 brief talks
 on 
broadcast
 
journalism
 
Thursday  
at SJS1I. 
They'll 
speak  at 
"Where  Does 
Today's  
News
 
Come  From," 
a meeting 
hosted  by 
the
 SJSU 
Chapter
 of the 
Society  of 
Professional  
Journalists,  
SPJ. 
The talk 
will  run 
from
 7 
tot)
 p.m.
 in Dwight
 
Bentel Hall, mom 133. 
Moore. who graduated
 from 
5.1511  with 
degrees
 
in 
advertising  and 
journalism,  
worked
 for WC.C(/ 
in 
Minneapolis  
before
 being hired 
as anchor of 
"News at 
Six." 
on KNTV-I I. 
which  was named by 
the Associated 
Press as the best 
half-hour  newscast 
in California and
 Nevada. 
Hutchins, 
after  spending 20 
years  with KICU-
36,
 "walked away" 
from
 his career in 
13ccember.  
After 
he
 
left  his job he 
went
 public with his 
rea-
sons,
 airing his disgust with 
what he called corpo-
rate control
 and government 
manipulation
 of the 
media.  
Hutchins said
 that broadcast
 media's 
interest  is 
mainly 
financial
 and revolves
 around rating
 points. 
Ile also sees
 broadcast 
journalism  
focusing  
more
 on entertainment
 than 
information,
 according 
to an 
article
 in the Jan.
 16 issue of the 
San Jose 
weekly, Metro. 
Nicholas 
Smith,  president 
of the SJSU 
chapter
 
of Sin. said
 he wants the 
forum to 
examine
 the cor-
porate  structure
 of journalism,
 particularly
 broad-
cast 
journalism.  
Entertainment
 value 
has  priority 
over  news 
value
 in today's 
journalism,  said 
Smith. 
In
 the business 
of
 news, the 
bottom  line of 
news
 
value and
 journalistic ethics
 is being replaced
 by 
the bottom
 line of money. he said.
 
Smith 
said  he hopes Ilutchins 
and Moore will 
also focus on what he 
calls  "news filters," meaning 
news
 directors and editors 
who are being pressured
 
to make 
the news entertaining at the 
expense
 of the 
journalistic value of today's 
stories. 
Thursday night's forum is SPJ's first 
big event 
of the semester. SPJ 
meets  weekly and will meet 
today  in 01311 I I7A. 
I 
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Punishment
 
by 
castration
 
would  
hurt
 justice
 system
 
Plan dropped for 
political reasons,
 
not moral ones 
The
 great
 American 
court system is 
starting to look more 
like "Let's Make A 
Deal" than the administrator 
of justice
 it was intended to 
be.  
Steven Allen Butler, a man charged 
with raping
 a teen-age girl throughout 
February 1991. was granted 
permission
 
March 6 to be surgically castrated in lieu 
of a trial and possible life sentence. 
Butler, who is married and has a child, 
was on probation at the time of the 
incident. 
Castration will not erase the 
violent  
thoughts and tendencies lurking in the 
deep, dark recesses of a sex offender's 
mind. 
I lands and legs of murderers and 
thieves are not amputated to prevent the 
repetition of offenses. Aside from being 
cruel and 
unusual,  this kind of 
punishment detracts from
 the real issue 
 that 
crimes are 
committed  
mentally
 
before
 they're ever executed
 physically. 
Minds need to be rehabilitated; 
castration 
isn't the means to achieve that 
end. A criminal
 should not have a choice 
in punitive decisions; 
the judge should 
not have entertained granting
 him that 
privilege. 
The judge's actions confirm a 
frightening 
thought:  that there are still 
people out there who believe that 
rape
 is 
a sexual act. 
It's an act of violence  of 
overramering, dominating and 
humiliating an 
individual.  
On March
 16, justice seemingly 
prevailed:
 the judge 
withdrew his 
approval. 
But just as faith in the 
system  
is somewhat
 restored, it is completely 
obliterated when the
 real reason for 
rescinding the 
authorization is revealed: 
no doctor 
would  perform the castration. 
Hippocrates to the 
rescue'? Not really. 
Doctors refused to 
perform the surgery 
not for moral reasons, but
 because of 
negative
 publicity surrounding 
the case. 
In the
 meantime, Butler 
could receive 
a life 
sentence.  He, too, can 
experience  
life as a victim 
of sorts  a victim 
of 
conscience living 
each day within 
the 
confines ot prison.
 
There is no justice when the criminal 
wins and the victim goes home a loser 
No consolation prize can possibly 
compensate for the 
loss. 
WRITER'S 
FORUM 
Les Mahler 
Dad  lives on in 
memory
 
Today
 is my 42nd birthday. It's 
a 
day I would have dreaded just a 
few weeks 
ago. Not 
because 
I'm 
getting 
older,  but because seven 
years ago to the 
day, my father died of 
cancer.  
His death was horrible, in the true 
sense  of the word. For the last few 
months of his life, I watched my father 
waste away from a man who weighed 
180 pounds to nothing more than a 
skeleton with skin. 
It hit me the hardest in January 
1985. 
My father was outside, watering his 
rose garden. And as I watched from the 
family room. I saw him holding a hose
 in 
one hand while placing a handkerchief to 
his face with the
 other hand. 
the sun shone brightly that January 
day. And as it did. I saw him for the first 
time in a long 
time. The wind whipped 
around him, and that's when I saw what 
cancer  had done to him. 
lbe sight will never leave 
me. 
Ile was so thin, 
nothing
 but skin and 
bones. And he was 
frail, nothing left of 
the man I once knew, the man with 
a 
protruding  stomach and a rugged, 
weather-beaten face. 
When he died 
that
 evening in March, I 
was hurt and angry. The
 hurt was obvious 
hut the 
anger  was because I felt he 
deprived 
me from having a 
close, 
nurturing father.
 Ile never held me, 
hugged me or told mc
 he
 
loved  me. He 
was just a matter-of-fact
 type of person: 
responsibility  to 
the
 kids 
came first. 
But there was 
one thing my father did
 
give
 to us  and there were seven 
of 
"us."
 
From
 1960 to 1967, every three 
months of the 
summer, we went with him 
to work. Ile worked
 at Sunol Valley 
Regional Park, and we were lucky 
enough to be the first ones
 to use the park 
before it was 
open. 
So. while other kids stayed at 
home.  
or played in the city, we and a few 
childhood friends, went on a 
day -long 
picnic 
with
 my parents. 
We swam, ate, hiked, explored caves. 
climbed 
mountains.  fished. It was like 
that for 
seven years. 
And later, 
when we moved into a park 
house with 
no electricity, I can remember
 
my mother and 
father  sitting outside, 
watching the sun go down. Deer,
 
raccoons, owls and a variety
 of animals 
would come out and enjoy the beauty. 
Even now, 
the  voices of my parents 
talking to each other as they sat outside 
with  the summer night drifting by and the 
trillion stars shining, piercing the black 
sky like a giant blanket spread across the 
earth, brings back  a flood of warm 
memories. 
My mother and father gave me 
delicious memories of growing up. Each 
one is as sweet as a fresh -picked 
strawberry, or as pleasant BS a spring day 
with the first hint 01 warmth.
 
The other day, I had a chance to go 
back to Sunol Park. And while there. 
I 
saw my 
parents  for how they were. All 
the
 wonderful moments they gave me 
were there: in the hills, the 
pond, the 
barn, the garden, the 
creek,  the trails, the 
With the SllIl shining down,
 I heard 
my father 
coming
 down from the hill, 
driving that
 familiar 1970 Ford 
green  
truck of his, dressed in his olive-green 
work clothes and climbing the 
stairs
 into 
the main 
house.
 
I wanted him 
back again, so very 
desperately.
 I wanted to thank him for 
everything  he had given me. But
 all I 
could  do was sit on the ground
 and cry. 
I cried for not being able to tell him 
thank you and for not telling him how 
much I missed and loved him. 
And I cried for myself
 because I 
realized 
just
 how 
selfish!
 had been in 
being  depressed because he died on my 
35th birthday.
 
My
 birthday is now a celebration,
 not 
in the 
standard  sense. But in the 
celebration of 
life  
and  the 
uniqueness  of 
my
 
life.
 I am here because
 of him and my 
mother.  And because I am 
here, my 
father still 
lives.
 
Forever 
in warm memories. 
I.es Mahler is a Daily staff 
writer. 
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LETTERS
  TO THE
 EDITOR
 
Sticks 
and stones
 ... 
Editor, 
I Cannot 
respond  to accusations that
 I am 
a sexist, racist, 
all-round bigot. No one can,
 
which is the whole 
point of such name-call-
ing. If I am accused of 
hating  dogs, can I 
ever 
pose enough times 
hugging
 puppies? 
I 
can,
 however, address some of the 
other  
charges being 
circulated  by those who tried 
to hijack our 
presidential  selection process. 
1)1 did not 
kill
 Laura Palmer. lean prove 
that 
1 was two states away at the time
 of the 
murder.
 
2) I was not the man on the 
grassy knoll. 
By November of 1963 my eyesight
 was so 
poor 
that I could not have made the shot,
 
l'he previous spring I had even  
failed to 
qualify with my MI at the National Guard 
shooting range. 
3) I 
did not harm a feather
 on Cock 
Robin's
 head. I have never been able to 
hit  a 
thing with a bow and arrow
 (though I can 
think 
of a rather imposing target at 
which  I 
would like
 to take a 
shot).
 
Scott Rice 
English 
Professor 
Keep U.N. 
out  of this 
Editor, 
I'm a recent SJSU 
graduate  and have 
been following this great 
presidential
 search 
with 
some amusement. 
Everything  I've 
heard
 about this came from the 
San Jose 
Mercury  News  and I admit 
that's
 like 
reading Mad Magazine  but if your
 read 
between 
the lines it sounds like this commit-
tee had their
 own sell
-serving  
political
 agen-
da 
and  had 
ultimately  
only one 
person 
in
 
mind that they wanted 
to 
push 
through
 
among 
a few third-rate 
tokens. 
SJSU
 is a 
good-sized
 university
 that's 
supposed
 to be 
serving 
some  
30,000
 stu-
dents and
 not some
 United 
Nations  
conven-
tion. 
Why  
didn't
 they 
seriously  
consider  
some locally 
established
 
people  who have a 
successful  
track
 record 
and  proven 
creativity 
and 
adaptability
 in higher
 education,
 busi-
ness 
and money
 
management?
 
They  do 
exist. 
And,  it 
doesn't
 take a 
Ph.D.  to 
figure
 
out that you 
wouldn't 
even  have to 
buy them 
a 
four- or 
five -hundred
 thousand
 dollar
 
house. No wonder 
you 
guys  
have
 been 
going broke. 
Craig  Anello 
Fall '91 
graduate,  
Creative
 arts 
WRITER'S 
FORUM 
Dorothy Klavins 
Saying 'goodbye'
 to a dear old 
friend  
Fred
 died last 
week. This time for 
good. His engine refused to make 
an effort. Even with life lines 
attached to his battery, 
Fred
 said, 
"Enough." 
Fred was my car  a 
red 1977 Honda 
Civic. My teenagers thought it was a 
square, ugly car. I should have 
brought
 
home the green Mustang convertible  
a 
car that would look good on them. But 
their pride was not bothered when 
they 
needed transportation. Fred suddenly 
became a 
great  set of wheels. 
As the years went by, 
different family 
members borrowed 
Fred for a few months 
or 
a few
 years. 
but it was 
always  on 
loan 
from
 
me.  
We
 understood each other. He could 
pick up 
four cartons of Girl Scout cookies, 
stop for groceries and still get 
me
 to work 
on time. Sometimes.  Fred played games 
with his carburetor, but we had a deal. He 
would not stall at intersections or die 
climbing the Wolfe Road on -ramp  to 
highway
 280.1n return, I got him 
smogged 
by an old friend, who 
ignored 
his illegal tail pipe. 
Fred had many lives. One summer,
 he 
was a Domino's
 Pizza
 
car. With a blue 
and red Domino's sign 
on his roof, he 
looked like a 
red  rooster as he leaped to 
deliver the
 hot pizza. Fred wore out his 
clutch, brakes and 
pleated  his right fender 
on a light pole in the 
effort
 to not be late. 
One of the kids pounded out the fender 
and sprayed it purple. 
For two 
semesters, Fred went to 
college with 
my daughter. He didn't last 
as 
a college man. Somehow, he 
got 
himself wedged between a dumpster and a 
fraternity
 house, and it took the campus 
fire deparunent to get 
him  out. lhe next 
week, he hung 
up
 on a parking barrier. 
This time, two football players
 lifted him 
down. I called Fred home. He couldn't 
handle college. 
His run-down appearance saved him 
one night in San 
Francisco. Living on the 
streets, Fred was shuttled
 around to avoid 
parking 
tickets.  One morning when
 we 
went to 
move him, 
Fred
 was 
11i 
sly 
car 
on the block with his windows not 
smashed  and his tires  in one piece. 
Last 
summer,  I drove him for three 
weeks myself.
 Ile had no scat covers
 lel
 t 
and pieces
 of cotton stuffing drifted out 
the door when
 it was opened. A green, 
beach towel covered the driver's seat. The 
towel had a picture of a dog and said, 
"It's right 
here  baby." 
The red 
paint was faded and the purple 
fender  had been given some creative 
touch-ups with finger nail polish  
Revlon's 
chiller mauve. 
The carburetor finally gave out for the 
10th time. The family voted to donate him 
to the high school. 
We didn't like the idea 
of a junk yard.
 But first we took his 
steering 
wheel  off and hung it above the 
washer.
 
I have had two other cars since
 I first 
drove Fred 15 years ago, but
 nobody can 
replace a good
 friend. Not even one that 
is 
not 
human.
 
Dorothy 
Klavins  is a May 
staff  writer. 
CORRECTION 
In the 
special
 A.S. 
election  pull-out section 
on Monday, the 
rdsumd  incorrect information. It should 
have  
said
 that Gay 
is co-founder of 
of Ron 
Gay,
 candidate
 for 
A.S. 
Director
 of 1:thnic Affairs.
 contained 
Striving Black
 Brothers & 
Sisters and is a 
member  
of SI
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Tow 
AlIESEC: Meeting, 5:30 p.m., BC 
208, call 924-3453. 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: 
Meeting, 7 p.m., Campus Christian 
Center, call 924-7950. 
ASPB: Flying Monkeys Concert, 12 
p.m., Amphitheatre,
 call 924-6227. 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 
LEISURE SERVICES: Sparta 
Aerobics aqua aerobics, 
12:15.
 1 p.m 
Aquatic Center, call 924-5960. 
ASIAN 
AMERICAN 
CHRISTIAN
 FELLOWSHIP: 
"Ledership" by 
Victor Quon, 7 p.m., 
S.U. Costanoan 
Rm.,
 call 286-6427. 
BAPTIST
 
STUDENT
 
MINISTRIES:
 
Bible  study,
 4 - 5 
p.m., 
Montalvo 
Rm.. call 
723-0500.  
CAREER
 PLANNING
 AND 
PLACEMENT:
 The 
Hospitality  
Field, 12.30 
p.m.. S.U. 
Costanoan  Rm.; 
Resume
 II: Critique,
 12:45 - 
2:30 p.m., 
S.U. 
Almaden  Rm; 
Networking  
strategy for
 MBA's, 7 
p.m., BC 13,
 call 
924-6033.
 
CHEMISTRY
 
DEPATMENT:
 
Seminar, 
4:30  - 530 p.m., DH 
135, call 
924-5000. 
CIRCULO
 
HISPANICO:  
Meeting,  
noon
 - 2 p.m.,
 S.U. 
Guadalupe  
Rm., 
call 
924-4612.
 
COLLEGE
 
REPUBLICANS:  
Meet  
A.S. 
candidates. 5 
p.m., A.S. 
Council  
Chambers.
 call 
247-0042_
 
DELTA PI EPSILON:
 Bulls in the 
China  Shop, 4:30 p.m., 
BC 310. call 
924-3534.  
MARKETING  
CLUB: Résumé
 
workshop, 3 p.m., 
S.U.
 Costanoan Rm. 
call 
243-1444.  
MECHA: Rana 
Day. 8 p.m., SUREC,
 
call 
288-6470.  
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
STUDENT SOCIETY OF 
AMERICA:
 Officer 
elections,  
7.
 
8:30 p.m.,
 A.S. Council 
Chambers,  call 
248-5683.
 
SOCIETY OF 
PROFESSIONAL
 
JOURNALISTS:  
Meeting, II a.m., 
D1311 117 
(Reading  Room), call 
265-
1464. 
k/favisp/w25
 
ALCOHOLICS
 
ANONYMOUS:
 
Open 12xI2 meeting,
 12:15 p.m., 
Campus
 Christian 
Center,  call 266-
9606.  
ANTHROPOLOGY
 CLUB:
 
"Applying  
Anthropology,"  
Dr.
 Charles 
Darrah, 
5 p.m., 
Wahlquist  
South  004, 
call 924-5347. 
A.S. PROGRAM 
BOARD:WednesdayNight
 Cinema. 
"My 
Own  
Private  Idaho," 6 p.m. 
and 9 
p.m., 
Moms
 
Daily Auditorium,
 call 
924-6261.
 
BAPTIST 
STUDENT 
MINISTRIES:
 Fellowship,
 11:30 
a.m.-12:30
 p.m., S.U.
 Montalvo Room,
 
call 723-0500. 
CAREER PLANNING AND 
PLACEMENT:
 On -Campus 
Interview Orientation, 2:45 p.m.; 
Summer  Job Hunting Techniques, 5:30 
p.m., S.U. Almaden 
Room, call 924-
6033.  
CATHOLIC NE1WMAN 
COMMUNITY:  "Exploring Catholic 
Faith," 7:30 
p.m.-9p.m.. Campus 
Christian 
Center,
 call 298-0204. 
CHICANO LIBRARY 
RESOURCE  CENTER:
 Voter 
Registration Education 
Drive,  12 p.m., 
Wa.hlquist North 307, call 924-2707
 or 
924-2815. 
DEPARTMENT  OF 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: Dr. 
Michael Sneary, "Structure and 
Function in the Turtle Inner Ear: A 
Model Sensory System,"
 1:30 p.m.. 
Duncan Hall 135. 
call  924-4900. 
GOLDEN
 KEY 
NATIONAL
 
HONOR
 SOCIETY: 
"Best  of 
America,"
 
Information
 
Meeting.  
7 
p.m.,  Business 
Classroom 
123,
 call 
978-8108.
 
METEOROLOGY
 
DEPARTMENT:
 
Seminar,
 4 p.m.,
 
Dudley  
Moorehead
 615. call 
924-5200. 
SJSU
 WING 
CHUN  
ASSOCIATION:
 Meeting, 7 
p.m.- 9 
p.m., Women's 
Gym  Patio Area. call 
249-8573.
 
SJSU  
FANTASY/STRATEGY
 
CLUB: Ben 
Rectenwald 
Presents: 
Cyberpunk, 
Student  Union 
Pacheco 
Room, 
call
 924-7097.
 
TAU  DELTA 
PHI: 
Handgun
 
Control 
Forum.  Noon- 
1 p.m., Student
 
Union 
Amphitheatre.  
call
 924-8359. 
Voice 
recorder
 
tape
 
provides
 no 
indication  of crash 
NEW 
YORK
 (AP) - A 
quick  
evaluation of the 
cockpit
 voice 
recorder yielded no clues
 on the crash 
of a USAir jetliner 
at La Guardia 
Airport, a federal official said Monday. 
At least 
26
 people were killed. 
John Lauber, a spokesman
 for the 
National Transportation
 Safety Board, 
told a news 
conference Monday 
evening that investigators had listened 
to the recorder, one of two retrieved 
Monday from the wreckage of Flight 
405. 
"At this point there's nothing that 
leaps out based on that very quick lis-
ten," Lauber said of 
the initial review 
of the voice recorder. 
He said officials 
were trying to 
learn whether ice had built 
up on the 
plane's wings before 
Sunday  night's 
crash. It had been 
de-iced twice, the 
last time about 30 
minutes  before  it 
took off in a 
snowstorm Sunday night. 
Twenty-four of the 51 people 
aboard the 
plane were injured and one 
was still missing Monday. Two mem-
bers of the plane's four-person crew, 
including the pilot, were killed. 
Investigators were also studying a 
runway
 skid mark and the position of 
the plane's wing
 flaps for clues, 
Lauber said. 
The plane had just lifted
 off the 
ground, witnesses said, when it 
crashed back onto the runway, skidded 
over an embankment
 into Flushing 
Bay and broke apart. 
The nose, a 
wing and an engine 
snapped
 off and the rest of the plane 
exploded
 into a fireball and skidded 
into the water with its top sheared off. 
The plane had been de-iced at 8:29 
p.m.
 and again at 8:59 p.m., and pas-
sengers said the pilot told them the 
second de-icing was to ensure a safe 
flight. 
When asked why the captain didn't 
ask for a third de-icing when another
 
30 minutes elapsed before takeoff, 
Lauber said, "I can't respond to that, 
we'll be looking at that." 
He said there was no standard 
amount of time for ordering a de-icing 
and that such a decision 
depends  on 
the captain and weather conditions. 
A plane is de-iced by spraying it 
with a mixture of water and an alco-
hol -based liquid. If ice is allowed to 
build up on a plane's wings the plane 
has difficulty getting the lift needed for 
takeoff.
 
It appeared luck was all that sepa-
rated the dead from the 24 injured sur-
vivors who waded ashore after 
Sunday's crash. 
"I was amazed so many people 
sur-
vived," said Fire Capt. John Kurtz, 
who arrived shortly after the crash. 
"There were bodies burnt to a crisp 
and bodies cut in 
half, and then there 
were people walking around." 
The survivors suffered injuries 
ranging from minor to severe burns in 
Sunday night's crash. 
Patrick Silver, who 
watched
 from 
his home, said the plane appeared to 
flip over "three or four times before it 
went into the water.... It lit up the liv-
ing 
room.  It was a huge fireball." 
Survivors included
 Richard 
Lawson, who plays Lucas Barnes on 
the television soap "All 
My Children." 
He escaped from a submerged section 
of the 
plane and walked ashore. 
"1 
was completely pinned underwa-
ter. I didn't think I was 
going to live," 
Lawson said from his hospital 
bed.
 
Another passenger, who identified 
herself only as Laura, said that  in the 
instant after the crash she found her-
self "floating in the water, because 
those seats float. I opened my eyes, 
but there was no plane over 
me. I was 
next to it." 
But inside the fuselage, divers
 
repeatedly found dead 
passengers  
floating
 head down, still strapped into 
their floating seats. 
Some
 were 
charred; others 
appeared  to have 
drowned. 
The pilot, Wallace Majure
 II, was 
among those still 
strapped
 in. 
"We tried
 to cut him out but 
couldn't," said diver Bill Lake."We 
were 
working
 against the tide." 
San  
Jose
 voters
 urged
 to 
approve
 
stadium
 
SAN 
JOSE
 (AP) - 
Major  League 
1994. In 
November  
1990,
 voters in 
Baseball 
Commissioner 
Fay Vincent 
Santa Clara 
County,  whose 
seat
 is San 
sounded  like a 
zen master 
Monday,  Jose, 
failed to pass a 
measure to 
build  
urging San 
Jose  voters to 
approve  a 
sports  complex 
for the Giants 
as 
building  a 
stadium
 to lure 
the team 
well. 
south 
because
 "baseball
 is beautiful."
 
Vincent came to San Jose on 
And 
Candlestick is 
not, he added, 
Monday to help
 raise money to 
sup -
saying the 
old  ballpark is as 
bleak as a port
 yet another new
 stadium deal,
 
chill  wind in July 
- typical summer-
 Measure G. 
a June 2 ballot 
issue  that 
time 
weather
 in San 
Francisco.  
asks city voters
 once again to approve
 
"The
 San Francisco 
team cannot 
using public money
 to build a ballpark
 
play in 
Candlestick  much 
longer,"  for 
the
 Giants. 
Vincent
 told a news
 conference 
before  
Vincent stopped 
short  of saying 
attending
 a $1,000
-a
-plate luncheon
 this could 
be
 the last chance
 to keep 
for a 
pro -San Jose 
stadium
 group. 
the Giants in the
 San Francisco 
Bay 
"The fans 
have  to be the 
hardiest  fans 
area.
 But he noted 
that other major
 
in baseball.
 I was there last
 July and U.S.
 cities want a 
team, which can 
the 
people  were 
in parkas. 
bring
 in $150 
million  in 
annual
 rev -
"The Giants
 are going 
to
 play enues.
 
somewhere  
else," he 
added. 
"Baseball is 
beautiful.  It brings 
"Candlestick  is not 
habitable. It is 
not something
 wonderful to 
a communi-
a 
hospitable
 place 
for  
baseball."
 ty."
 Vincent said. "We 
would  like to 
Voters in San 
Francisco have 
twice be here.
 It is in your 
interest  as well as 
turned 
down proposals
 to build a new
 ours for 
this  great game 
to be played 
stadium 
in an effort
 to hang 
onto
 the in 
this great 
city."  
team,  
which  
moved  to 
windy 
and  The ballot measure 
doesn't men -
chilly 
Candlestick in 
1960. The team's
 tion how 
the 
money
 
would  be raised 
Candlestick  Park 
lease expires 
in - 
through
 a utility tax
 increase from
 
5 
percent
 to 7 
percent
 - or 
that  the 
stadium 
alone will 
cost $185 
million,  
with the 
city picking up 
most  costs. 
So far, 
the main 
opposition  has 
come from 
large employers
 such as 
International  
Business  
Machines,
 
Corp., 
which  said the 
utility tax 
hike  
would cost 
them tens of 
thousands of 
dollars each year. 
The  average 
household,  on 
the 
other hand,
 would see 
an annual 
utility  
bill increase of $35. 
Another 
group,  Citizens 
Against 
Stadium Taxes,
 also is opposed,
 say-
ing public money 
shouldn't be spent 
for what they see 
as
 private business. 
"This  is a luxury 
that we don't 
need to be put
 on the backs
 of taxpay-
ers." 
said  Ross 
Signorino,  one 
of a 
half 
dozen  picketers
 outside the 
fund-
raising luncheon. 
The 
luncheon  raised 
$110,000  for 
the 
San  Jose Stadium 
Committee, 
according
 to the group's 
manager Ed 
McGovern. 
To date,
 he said the 
pro -stadium 
group has 
raised  
$420,000
 and plans
 
to raise 
up to $1 million. 
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Bodies were taken 
from the shore-
line to a hangar, where
 a Roman 
Catholic priest. the Rev.
 Kevin Noone, 
said he prayed over them.
 "We tried to 
lend some dignity 
to the situation," he 
said. 
"It 
was just the most 
horrible
 con-
ditions you can have for something
 
like this," said police 
Sgt. Michael 
Collins. "The 
snow,  the visibility, the
 
fire, the smoke, 
the  injuries. The dead. 
The water. 
The debris. The baggage 
floating.  It was bizarre, totally 
bizarre." 
At first, only the cockpit and
 first 
five rows were under 
water: but even-
tually the tide 
swallowed  the wreck-
age. "When I 
arrived  I was ankle 
deep," said Mike
 
Core of the city's 
Emergency
 Medical Service. "Five 
minutes later 
I was knee deep." 
A crane lifted the plane's remains 
from the 
water,  and NTSB workers 
picked through 
a trail of debris several 
hundred feet long. They also examined 
a series of 
long  black marks on the 
runway that led 
toward the water. 
The Fokker
 28 Model 4000 is a 
twin -engine jet 
with  a capacity of 68 
people. USAir said 
the plane had an 
excellent safety record, and that the 
craft that crashed
 was relatively new. 
On Sept. 20, 1989,
 another USAir 
flight skidded 
off  the opposite end of 
the
 same runway - 
13-31. 
Surgeon 
General  demands 
alcohol
 
ads that appeal 
to young be dropped 
WASHINGTON  (AP) - 
Surgeon 
General Antonia 
Novello
 today 
demanded that the
 alcohol industry 
drop advertising meant 
to
 appeal to 
young people. 
"I have 
asked  them to stop using 
any ads 
that lead our youth to think 
they can 
ski,  swim, scuba dive or race 
cars
 better if they drink," the 
surgeon  
general said at a national conference
 
on alcohol abuse prevention.
 
"In short, we 
are doing everything 
we can to change
 the way Americans 
think and act with 
regard to the use 
and misuse
 of alcohol," she said. 
This is 
the second time in two 
weeks Novello has 
attacked advertis-
ing she believes
 entices the young to 
engage in behavior that will hurt them.
 
Earlier
 this month, she and the 
American Medical Association asked 
RJR Nabisco io withdraw Camel 
cigarette advertising featuring "Old 
Joe," the suave cartoon camel used to 
promote
 the brand. 
Today,  Novello said that people 
who drink too much have accidents: 
They 
fall,  get burned, get shot or 
drown. 
They
 can also get 
violent,
 she said. 
'The 
public  must 
come
 to 
realize  
that 
reducing  
violence
 means
 
reducing 
alcohol 
abuse.'
 
Antonia Novello 
Surgeon General 
"The
 public must come to realize 
that reducing violence 
means  reducing 
alcohol abuse," she said. 
But she was most concerned about 
the advertising.
 
"It is no 
coincidence  that sports 
such as boating, swimming, skiing, 
surfing, car 
racing
 and mountain 
climbing - which have strong 
links  
to alcohol -related injuries
 - are the 
very activities glamorized
 in alcohol 
beverage ads and promotions," she
 
said. 
"Advertising images 
and  slogans 
reinforce the use of alcohol in such 
potentially risky situations," she said. 
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Lawsuits
 
charge  
gay 
harassment  
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 (AP)
  A 
man who said he 
suffered
 unwanted 
advances 
from his male supervisor has 
filed a Si million sexual 
harassment
 
suit, one of a handful
 of same -sex 
cases, his 
lawyer  said 
Monday.  
"Same -sex
 sexual harassment
 is 
prohibited  by law just like 
opposite -
sex sexual 
harassment,"  said 
lawyer
 
Paul
 
Woman.
 
"They're both sexual discrimina-
tion." 
The suit comes at a
 
time of grow-
ing awareness that same
-sex harass-
ment is a legitimate
 complaint, said 
Cynthia 
Goldstein,  discrimination rep-
resentative for 
San Francisco's Human 
Rights 
Commission.  
In the past, 
such  complaints often 
got lumped into 
the  
sweeping category
 
of gay
 discrimination, meaning they 
didn't always get a fair hearing, she 
said. 
"The more that this topic is dis-
cussed, the more the real cases of sex-
ual harassment will be brought to jus-
tice and fraudulent ones exposed," she 
said. 
In
 the harassment case, filed in San 
Mateo Superior Court last week, 
Angelo Acere filed suit against his 
employer, Social Vocational
 Services, 
and former supervisor
 Kyle Mirallo. 
The suit said Acme 
began  working 
as a senior skills instructor for SVS in 
San Mateo County in February 1991. 
SVS runs homes for the mentally
 
or developmentally 
disabled. 
Starting in August,
 the supervisor 
began 
making sexual comments
 to 
Acere, the 
suit says. 
On 
one occasion, he invited Acere 
and two Other workers to 
his house for 
drinks "but 
added  that (Acere) 
would  
have to lay by the
 pool naked," the 
suit claims. 
On Sept. 17, the 
supervisor  asked 
Acere to with for a drive and then
 
allegedly
 grabbed Acere and tried to 
kiss him, the suit 
says.  
Acere got out
 of the car and had to 
walk five 
miles  to call for help, 
according to the suit. 
After the episode, Acere 
com-
plained  to the SVS director, who also 
was the supervisor's roommate, the 
suit 
alleged.  
The supervisor
 got two weeks paid 
vacation
 and Acere
 got an undesirable 
transfer, the suit alleges. 
Officials at company headquarters 
in Torrance did not return a telephone 
call Monday
 to The Associated Press. 
"Angelo
 Acere is very very upset," 
Wounan 
said.  "He's been in a 14 -year 
relationship. He 
doesn't  welcome sex-
ual advances by 
anyone
 else." 
Wotman said Acere
 describes him-
self as bisexual. 
The issue of gay 
discrimination  
was brought up 
,n
 another suit 
Woman 
filed last week 
In that case, 
Michael  
Richman
 sued 
his former employer
 Global Village 
Communication, claiming he was fired 
after his 
employer
 found out his gay 
lover had died of AIDS. 
He started
 working for the comput-
er start-up 
company
 in Menlo Park on 
a contract basis in May 
1991 and in 
August 
accepted  a post of $100,000 a 
year, plus 
benefits,
 the suit says. 
On Sept. 28, 
Richman  was unable 
to attend a Sunday 
business  meeting 
because his lover was
 dying of AIDS. 
Days
 later, the lover died and
 
Richman
 took two weeks off
 work, 
the suit said. 
He 
went
 back to work Oct. 14 but 
was out of the 
office for a week at an 
industry convention.
 
When  he returned 
Oct. 28, he was 
told his services 
were  no longer need-
ed 
because the 
company was 
not 
doing well, the suit said. 
'1bis had been 
after  six months of 
working for them and
 everything had 
been 
fine,  so fine they 
were
 offering 
him all this money," 
Wotman  said. 
Richman's
 suit seeks $5 
million  in 
damages. 
Wotman 
said
 Richman has been 
unable to find a 
new  job. He said he 
did not know whether
 Richman con-
tracted 
the  AIDS virus. 
Global  Village 
officials
 did not return  a 
telephone  call 
Monday. 
More  rock 
slides 
plague  
slipping
 
Telegraph
 Hill 
SAN 
FRANCISCO  
(AP)
  
More  rock slides were 
reported  
today on 
Telegraph Hill. 
The new slides
 are just oppo-
site the 
spot where rain
-loosened 
hillside 
forced  the city to 
pull
 an 
sliding
 apartment 
house  from its 
perch
 last 
month.
 
"Hundreds
 of cubic yards
 of 
fairly large pieces
 of rocks are 
falling 
away and 
crashing,"  said 
Laurence
 Kornfield,
 the city's 
chief 
building
 inspector.
 
The rocks
 landed in a 
parking  
lot and on 
the roofs of two 
build-
ings, one of 
which is vacant and 
the other, an office
 building, that 
was unoccupied 
when slides 
began  during 
rains
 on Sunday, 
Komfield  
said.  
"A restaurant just two 
doors  
away 
...  is open for business," 
!Cornfield 
said. 
The slides 
were on private 
property and Komfield said 
the  
owners of the property had been 
advised of the situation. 
The slide is on the back side 
of the hill
 where an apartment 
building was pulled off 
its teeter-
ing foundation on Feb. 29, 
draw-
ing extensive news coverage 
around 
the area 
State's
 
attempt
 to 
block
 
nuclear
 waste
 
rebuffed
 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 
(Al')
  
Idaho's 
latest 
attempt
 to 
block  
shipment
 of 
nuclear  
waste
 from a 
closed  power
 plant 
in 
Colorado was 
rebuffed today
 by a fed-
eral appeals
 court. 
The
 9th 
U.S.  
Circuit
 Court 
of 
Appeals
 overturned
 a federal
 judge's 
decision
 that the 
storage of 
additional 
nuclear 
fuel  at a 
federal
 facility 
in Idaho 
would require
 a permit 
under  state 
clean -
air 
laws. 
The
 court 
ordered
 the 
lifting
 of an 
injunction 
against the 
shipments. 
The ruling
 appears to clear
 the way 
for the 
shipments,
 which 
have  been 
blocked 
since 1989. 
State 
Deputy
 Attorney 
General 
John
 
McCreedy  
said
 state 
officials
 would 
review the 
ruling  to see 
whether  it left 
them any
 grounds to 
seek a 
renewal
 of 
the 
injunction.  
The waste
 comes from 
the Fort St. 
Vrairi nuclear 
plant,  which was 
operated  
by the
 Public Service
 Co. of 
Colorado.
 
The plant
 was approved
 for 
commer-
cial 
operation
 in 1979 
and  was shut 
down 10 years later. 
Waste
 shipments were
 stored at the 
Idaho 
National  Engineering
 Laboratory 
from 1980 to 
1986.  
But Gov. Cecil 
Andrus  moved to stop
 
the
 five to six 
reinaming  
shipments
 in 
1989, 
saying  Idaho was 
no
 longer will-
ing to accept
 radioactive waste from 
other  states. 
The appeals court 
issued an injunc-
tion against
 the shipments 
last May but 
lifted it in 
September,  ruling
 that they 
were  exempted from 
a federal law that 
regulates 
the  handling of 
nuclear  waste. 
Idaho quickly 
got  an injunction from 
U.S. District
 Judge Edward Lodge, who 
ruled that each 
placement  of spent nucle-
ar fuel would be a 
construction  of a 
new
 
source
 of air pollution and 
a modifica-
tion of 
an existing source, requiring
 per-
mits under 
state law. 
But the appeals court disagreed in 
a 
3-0 
ruling. 
The opinion by Judge Eugene 
Wright 
said state law covers 
only  pollution of air 
to which the general public 
has  access. 
Nuclear fuel would discharge pollu-
tants only into the storage facility
 itself, 
Wright said. 
Although the government concedes 
that a small amount of radioactive 
mate-
rial 
would  avoid the 
facility's
 filtering 
system and 
escape  into the air, 
the  fuel 
rods themselves
 would not discharge
 
pollution into 
the surrounding air 
and  
therefore would
 not be a new source of 
pollution, Wright 
said.  
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F.xpires 3/27/92 
Located in 
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Wherehouse  
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GET 
THE  
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SHOW.
 
AT 
HALF  
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San lose 
Civic  Light 
Opera  with 
ItArs K 1, 
WEST
INFINITI 
s
 
rRorlIR 
presents
 
Book
 by Jerome
 
and Robert L. Lee - Music
 
and  
Lyrics by Jerry
 llerman. 
Student
 
Rush
 
means
 
put 
your
 
pencils  
away, 
it's
 time 
for 
entertainment!
  
San 
Jose Center
 for the 
Performing
 Arts 
Special
 Limited
 
Engagement  
March 
20
 - April 
4 
Student
 Rush 
tickets  are available at half 
price
 15 
minutes  
prior 
to 
curtain. You
 can order full 
price  
tickets 
in 
advance
 by calling
 
998 -
BASS
 or 
stopping
 by the
 San 
Jose Civic Light
 
Opera  Box
 
Office,  
Four  
North  Second
 Street,
 Suite 
100,
 San 
Jose.  
No 
eschanges,  no refunds, 
no seating untd 
intermission  
once the 
performance
 
begins.  
IWHEREHOUSE
 TOWER 
riceerzrr-;
  
4410, 
99191  
-MAIM
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For  a 
Limited
 
Time,  you 
can 
get  selected
 
seats
 to see Mame
 
and  Little Shop
 
of
 
Horrors  
on 
Thursday  
and  
Sunday
 
evenings
 for
 just 
$241  
Get
 twice 
the  kick 
out  of us 
right  now.
 Call 
971-1212  
r .11 
10% 
Off  W/Student
 I.D. 
(except
 backpacks
 on sale) 
C 
& M 
BACKPACKING
 
TRAYELPACKS  
Lowe
 
JanSport 
MEI 
BACKPACKS
 
Jan Sport 
Caribou 
Eagle Creek 
481 E. San Carlos St. (next
 to Subway) 297-9777 
10 % 
OFF Nexxus
 Products 
Ken's 
Hubb 
The 
Rock
 and Roll 
Barber  
318 S. 
10th St. 
Next to 
Robert's
 Bookstore
 
279-9955 
COPIES
 
midnight to 6 a.m. self
-serve
 copies 
kinkoss  
the copy 
center
 
OPEN 24 HOURS
 A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK 
295-4336 
93 E. San 
Carlos  St. at Third St. 
ACROSS 
FROM
 McDONALD'S
 
MARK E 1 
SAN  JOSE 
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9. 
Kinkos 
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CHEAP 
READING
 
Recycle
 
BookStore  
286-6275 
Rnce 
I 969 
 Cash for your 
Books
 
 
Specializing 
in 
Science Fiction 
Fantasy
 
 CD's,
 Tapes
 & 
Recoi  
 New 
& Used 
Books 
Mon-Thur 
10am-9pr
 
Fri & Sat lOom-lOpi
 
Sun
 12pm-8pm
 
138 E. Santa 
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 
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 Jose State 
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 
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Attorney
 defends kids 
who 
kill  their 
parents  
LOS 
ANGELES
 (AP) 
 Paul 
Mones  
pulls  a 
handwritten
 letter 
from a stack
 of files 
in an 
office 
brimming
 with 
paper and 
reads 
aloud.  It's 
from
 one of 
his clients 
 a teen-
age 
boy who has 
murdered a 
parent. 
"It's still
 a hard 
question  
of why I 
did it," 
the 
youth wrote from 
prison. 
Mones reads on:
 
"I 
sincerely
 hope 
that other
 kids out
 there 
will have 
someone  to 
talk to like
 I have. If 
it's 
possible,
 maybe 
we can 
set  up a 
correspon-
dence
 net 
throughout  the 
United 
States
 for 
kids like us. 
"Who
 knows,
 it just 
might  
help
 in 
getting
 
over the 
guilt I know 
we
 all feel." 
Mones 
splits his 
time
 between
 writing 
and  
lawyering and 
may be the 
only
 attorney in 
the  
United States
 whose specialty
 is defending
 
kids 
who  kill. 
Many 
of
 his colleagues
 consider
 it a 
strange vocation. 
But dozens around 
the country have 
called 
him  for advice in 
defending  parricide 
cases.  
"They say with a 
nervous laugh, 'Oh 
boy,
 
that's 
some
 specialty you got there,
 said 
Mones, who outlined his work in a book,
 
"When a Child Kills: Abused 
Children  Who 
Kill Their Parents." 
Parricides 
account for more than 300 of 
the nation's 
20,000 homicides
 
each year. 
Most involve
 white, middle-class
 boys 
between the ages of 16 and 18 with no 
crimi-
nal 
record. 
The most common 
verdicts are first- and
 
second-degree  murder, and to a lesser
 extent, 
manslaughter. 
Prison sentences 
generally  range from 15 
to 20 years. 
Mones 
argues
 that a majority of the 
perpe-
trators suffer 
silent  years of sexual, physical 
and psychological
 abuse before they act 
against 
a parent. 
"These kids
 by and large are never insane.
 
But it looks 
insane.  It's viscerally 
insane.
 
Why would you 
want
 to kill your parents?" 
Mones  said. 
"But 
when  you come down 
to the real, 
unpleasant, sad, 
tragic reality, there's
 a lot of 
logic  to what the 
kid
 did. That's when
 every-
body
 gets very afraid." 
Physical,
 sexual or 
emotional  abuse is 
a 
factor in 
90 percent of 
parricides.
 
Donna 
Marie  Wisener, a 
captain  on her 
high school 
majorette  team, endured
 her 
father Glenn's 
explosive  rages and 
punishing 
beatings until 
May  24, 1991, when 
she shot 
the 49 -year -old truck 
driver  six times with his 
revolver at their Smith 
County,  Texas, home. 
At her murder  trial, 
Miss  Wisener and her 
mother,
 Mamie, testified 
about  Glenn 
Wisener's abusive rages. The Tyler,
 Texas, 
jury
 acquitted Miss Wisener on Feb. 13. 
Mones, a co
-counsel
 in the case, said Miss 
Wisener's defense
 was the first use of a Texas 
law enacted in 
September  that allows evi-
dence of family violence to defend 
a killing. 
Texas
 is the only state to 
have  such a 
statute.  
But a Washington
 state appeals 
court  in 
February reversed the 
second-degree murder 
conviction of a youth in 
the shooting death of 
his
 stepfather. 
The court 
held
 that the jury 
should  have 
been allowed to 
consider  evidence about 
the 
stepfather's abuse of the 
boy.
 
"Neither law nor 
logic suggests any 
reason 
to limit to women 
recognition  of the impact a 
battering
 relationship may
 have on the vic-
tim's actions 
or
 perceptions," the 
court  said in 
remanding the case. 
In California, 
evidence  of 
battered
 
women's  syndrome is 
admissible  in spouse 
murder cases,
 but a similar 
extension
 hasn't 
been made for 
children, Mones said. 
As in Miss 
Wisener's  case, many
 of 
Mones' 
clients
 claim they killed in self-
defense bemuse they 
knew their abuse would 
continue. 
A self-defense argument usually
 requires a 
fear of imminent and deadly harm 
But  in many panicides, kids kill when
 the 
parent 
is
 most vulnerable  sleeping, or 
watching 
television   and, like 
Miss 
Wisener did by firing six 
times, the murder 
often is perceived as 
"overkill."  
Defense attorneys must prosecute
 the dead 
for their alleged violence against 
children. 
When called in on a case,
 Mones often 
will file a child abuse report to launch 
an 
investigation. 
"There's  nothing in the law that says a 
parent has 
to
 be alive at the time you file 
a 
child abuse action.
 That's one of the few 
ways I can figure out 
to
 get the kid services," 
he said. 
Introducing a self-defense
 argument at 
trial also is difficult because the
 law  like 
society at 
large  tends to take the 
word  of 
an adult over a 
child, Mones argued. 
Police investigators,
 prosecutors and 
judges are reluctant to 
concede  there may be 
a logic, however horrifying, behind a 
parent's 
slaying, 
Mones said. 
"I believe children are still to a large 
extent occupying the same role they have had 
for 500 years, 
which is basically
 the 
property 
of their
 parents," said Mones. 
Legal terminology reflects that status, he 
said. 
"It's called child endangerment,
 it's not 
called  attempted murder,  when a child is 
slammed against a wall," he said. "We call it 
incest. As far as I'm concerned we call it 
wrong. It's rape." 
More than 1,200 children in 39 states died 
from abuse or neglect in 1990, and nearly 90 
percent of those who died were under age 5, 
according to the National Committee for 
Prevention of Child 
Abuse.  
"Prosecutors say they have an extremely 
difficult time convicting parents who kill their 
children because ... there's a basic under-
standing, except in the most egregious cases. 
of the parent who gets out of control," Mows 
said. 
But parricide cases nearly always "carry 
these symbolic connotations for the commu-
nity. ... 'Thou shalt not kill, honor thy father 
and mother"  Mones said. "Prosecutors often 
invoke the Bible in closing 
argument." 
Acquittals are rare and bittersweet.  Mones 
says. 
"These kids are never getting off. They 
sentenced themselves the 
moment
 they pulled 
the trigger," he said. 
Fire 
union 
votes
 
against
 
spending funds 
to 
fight  
demotion  in beating  
case 
OAKLAND 
(AP)  Members of the firefighters
 
union on Monday voted against spending funds to 
fight the demotion of a white fire captain who 
allegedly assaulted a black firefighter. 
The I3 -member executive board of Firefighters 
Union Local 55 agreed earlier to 
file
 a grievance over 
the disciplinary action taken by Oakland Fire Chief 
Philip Lamont Ewell against Capt. Jeffrey Davis. 
But the board also took the unusual step of letting 
the union's membership decide if up to $8,000 
should 
be spent on the challenge of the fire chief's 
decision. 
The members voted 2 -to -1 
against spending the 
money, said Steve Bernard, the local's secretary -trea-
surer.
 
"I wouldn't say the vote was on racial lines," he 
said. "I will say that all the black firefighters voted 
against it, but so did a lot of white firefighters." 
According 
to a police report, Gardner said he 
entered the living room of a West Oakland home 
after
 the fire had been put out and was suddenly 
"grabbed by the neck" by an assailant he did not rec-
ognize.  
The attacker, later identified as Davis, ordered 
him to put on a mask, Gardner said. A struggle fol-
lowed and the Gardner was repeatedly hit on the 
head with a large, metal flashlight. 
Gardner, who received nine stitches to the head, 
filed a charge of assault with a deadly weapon. 
However, Davis was not arrested and the charges 
were dropped. 
Unidentified fire officials told the San
 Francisco 
Examiner the district attorney's office did not file 
charges because the attack was considered an inter-
nal fire 
department  matter. 
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DID 
YOU KNOW? 
Everyone  knows that by clipping and using all the coupons found in the Spartan Daily, one 
could easily save 
a pretty penny throughout the school 
year,  And, of course, everyone knows 
that Tuesday's
 "Discover Downtown' is the place 
to
 look for the best deals. 
Take this 
weeks' edition for example. You could 
begin  by heading over to Impact Fitness 
for  
your 
FREE, no purchase necessary, Power 
Bar.  Still hungry are you? Well then pop on 
over to 
either 
Famous
 Philly Cheesesteak or The Huasteca
 Taqueria for your FREE drinks when
 
purchasing
 food. (FREE drinks, now that's what life 
is really all about !!!) An SJSU student can 
also save 10% 
at C&M Backpacking and 
Ken's  Hubb Barbershop. 
That is alot of 
savings
 to be had in one newspaper. But 
wait,  the deals don't stop there. Did 
you know that the Civic Light
 Opera, as well as many of the other
 San Jose playhouses and 
musical auditoriums,
 offer a deal where tickets for shows are 
halt
 price if purchased 15 or 30 
minutes prior to 
curtain. Call and find out. 
*CHO* 
rNi 
ow The Taste Of 
Philadelphia  I71 
Right 
Across  The 
Street! 
Famous 
Sandwiches:  
 
STEAK 
 CHICKEN
 
 VEGGIE 
Famous I 
Others:
 
 POTATOES I 
 HOAGIES 
 DESSERTS 
The 
Famous
 
Phifty 
Cheese
 
Steak  
Pius 
FREE DRINK 
with any 
sandwich
 purchase 
1505,
 
Fint St,.F9 
P 
s 
In the 
Pavilion  shops 
298-5388 
L
Exp 
=NI Mill 
. 3-30-92 
TIED HOUSE 
Cafe 
& 
Brewery
 
An American 
Beerhall
 
Taste our GOLD
 MEDAL winner Tied 
House  Dark, 
our SILVER MEDAL 
winner Tied House Dry, 
and
 our SIX other fresh, 
handcrafted  brews 
65N. San Pedro 
San
 Jose 
.4(m 295.11REw 
954 Villa Si. 
Nlouniam 
less
 
415 965. rtRLW
 
tOi Pat 
tilt 
Slarma
 
Alameda
 
510 
521 4321 
FREE PARKING IN SAN 
JOSE! (kind al 
Sh.ne us your dated parking stub and we'll 
subtract the parking fee from your 
lab when you buy 
2 entrees ON a pitcher of beer 
Not valid with any other promotion or otter 
ral Cross the
 Border for Lunch
 
C 
;Fiii-fr:7Ttte
 
I 
La Huasteca
 Taqueria  
I Redeye 20% 
off any food 
exp.
 4-6-92
 
I 330 S. Third 
St. (across from 
McDonald's) 
287-7473 I 
Imo um. 
NMI 
Lit
 
Downtown
  
Events
 
Through
 
Mar.
 
28 
"Open 
to the 
Four  
Winds"
 
An 
Exhibit  by Long
 Nguyen 
The San Jose Institute
 of Contemporary Art 
hosts  "Open to the Four 
Winds", an 
exhibit
 of paintings, 
drawings
 and sculpture 
that
 represent an 
artist's 
investigations  into the 
interconnectedness  of 
human
 emotions and 
nature.  Tuesday
-Saturday,
 12 p.m. -5 p.m., 
Thursday  evening 
until
 8 p.m., at 
2 
N. Second St., 
Suite  100. Admission 
free. For 
information,
 call 998-4310.
 
Through  
Apr. 4 
The 
American  Museum of 
Quilts  & Textiles hosts 
the  6th national 
juriecl
 
exhibit 
of
 modern art quilts 
with
 an architectural 
theme  presented by tilt 
National
 Trust for Historic
 Preservation. 
Tuesday -Saturday, 
10
 a.m.-4 p.m. 
at 766 S. Second 
St. Admission 
free.  For 
information,
 call 971-0323.
 
Through 
Apr. 4 
Tactile
 
Architecture
 
Civic
 
Light
 
Opera  presents
 
"Mame"
 
A blockbuster 
Broadway
 musical!
 
Tuesday
-Thursday,
 8 p.m.; Friday,
 8:30 
p.m..  Saturday, 2 
p.m.
 and 8:30 p.m.; 
Sunday,
 2 p.m. and 7 
p.m.
 at the 
Center
 for Performing
 Arts, corner 
of
 Almaden 
Blvd. & Park 
Ave. Tickets $24-34.
 Half-price student
 
tickets
 sold 15 minutes
 prior to showtime
 (subject to 
availability).  For details, call 
971-1212. 
Call the 
San  Jose Downtown 
Association's
 24-Innir 
FYI line for 
upcoming  events at 
295-2205,
 Ext. 483. 
For a 
free  
pocket-size  
Downtown 
Directory,  call 
279-1775. 
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Stanford
 
throws  SJSU 
off 
balance
 
Nine sites 
vie 
to
 
host
 
World
 Cup
 
soccer
 
Mani° .I. Sanchez - Daily 
staff photographer 
SJSU
 
gymnast  Ann -Marie 
Taylor  dismounts the 
vault  Saturday 
ity Faye
 Wells 
iaily  staff writer 
With power
 and grace, 
Stanford's women 
gymnasts  
defeated 
California State 
University at Sacramento
 and 
SJSU in the Men's Gym 
Saturday. 
Stanford's top score of 
192.45
 reflected 
difficult
 rou-
tines  well -performed by at least 
five team members in each 
event. Sacramento State scored 
180.85, ahead of 
SJSU's
 
160.15.
 
Stanford's Jene Elzie 
fin-
ished first in the individual all 
around with 38.90 points, 
with  
teammates 
Kerni
 Kanuka and 
Katie Clancy second and
 third 
with 38.60 and 38.15 respec-
tively. 
SJSU's Jodi
 Soled scored 
37.20 for fourth 
place  and 
Sacramento State's
 Diane 
Jonasson 
was  fifth with 37.10. 
The Spartan 
gymnasts have 
competed this 
year  with four 
women rather 
than the normal 
five in each event, 
making  a 
team victory 
highly  unlikely. 
But individually they have 
improved scores, set a record 
and tied another. 
"It's been a good year for 
me," said Jodi
 Soled, SJSU's 
highest -scoring gymnast. 
She broke the all-time 
Spartan
 floor exercise record 
with 9.7 on March 14 at the 
meet against Seattle Pacific, a 
score she repeated Saturday 
against 
Stanford and 
Sacramento State. 
'It was probably the most fun 
I've had on the floor all 
year'
 
Ann
-Marie  Taylor 
SJSU  gymnast 
"This is my best year on the 
floor," Soled said after 
Saturday's meet. 
"I tied my best from last 
weekend." Her 9.7 Saturday 
placed
 her in a four-way 
tie for 
third for that event 
with  two of 
Stanford's gymnasts and one 
from Sacramento State. 
Solod scored 38.05 on 
March .14, her personal best and 
the second -highest all-around 
performance by an 
SJSU
 
woman gymnast. 
On Friday, March 
13th,  
Soled
 scored
 9.75 on the bal-
ance beam, 
equaling
 the Spartan 
record set by 
Kriss  Miller in 
March 1989. She has had 
cumulative scores of 37 or more 
for the last three meets. The 
maximum a gymnast can score 
is 40. 
Against Stanford, SJSU's 
three all-around gymnasts 
scored 35.00 or more. 
Four 
Spartan 
gymnasts  scored 9.00 
or more on the floor and bal-
ance beam.
 
Katy Burke had 9.50 on the 
beam, and Katie Berry earned 
9.35 on her floor routine. 
Suzanne Strenkowski started in 
the middle of the season on the 
Handball  
habit
 
hits 
home 
Junior 
makes  
finals
 
of Collegiate 
Championships,
 
earns  
All-American
 
By Dorothy Klavins 
Daily 
staff writer 
Norm 
Dunne  plays serious 
hand-
ball, advancing 
this year to the finals 
of the 
Collegiate 
Handball
 
Championships.  
Dunne's
 father, Mike Sr. plays
 seri-
ous
 
handball, winning seven 
national  
titles in 
the 50-and -over
-group - four 
titles in 
one year alone. 
Dunne's three older 
brothers also 
put in time playing on
 
the
 handball 
circuit. 
"They
 are the first 
family  of hand-
ball,"  Joe McDonald said. 
McDonald
 is the Vice -President
 of 
the  
(IS. 
handball 
Association
 and a 
partner of Mike Sr. 
For 
Dunne,  the youngest 
of eight 
children, the 
family  is filled with 
role
 
models.
 
A 
21 -year-old 
business  
marketing
 
major
 at SJSU, 
Dunne  lost in 
the 
finals  of the 
Collegiate
 Handball 
Championships
 to 
Memphis
 State's 
Bob 
Adrowslci  21-10, 
21-15.  
The 
sanifmalists  are 
recognized as 
All-Americans  by 
the U.S. Handball
 
Association and the NCAA.
 
Dunne
 is 
something
 of a 
mystery  
man 
to the athletic
 department
 at 
SJSU,  which 
has no 
handball  pro-
gram. 
Because  of recent
 budget shonfalls,
 
SJSU  is unable
 to support 
some
 sports 
such as 
handball  or track
 and field, 
forcing
 athletes to 
look
 elsewhere for
 
support. 
"I don't 
really play 
for a 
school,
 
but  it was the 
Collegiate 
Nationals, 
and
 I did get ranked,"
 he said, stretch-
ing his solid
 six-foot frame
 onto the 
creaking
 folding chair. 
A native 
of
 San Francisco,
 Dunne 
lettered in 
three  sports at St. 
Francis 
High
 School in Mt. 
View  - football, 
wrestling and baseball. 
"Six 
older brothers 
and sisters went
 
before
 me and 
each
 one did 
something  
spectacular,
 and here 
I am the baby 
of 
the 
family.
 lhey 
expected  so 
much,"  
he
 laughed,
 tossing 
his keys 
from 
hand to hand 
as he spoke. 
1)unne  took 
up handball
 when he 
graduated 
from high 
school. 
liven  a 
broken wrist did not stop
 him. 
"lie's
 a 
gentle  
giant.
 who's 
spiritu-
ally motivated,"
 SJSI 1 
student
 Andy 
Rayl said.
 Dunne and 
Rayl are 
Fraternity brothers.
 
His two
 older 
brothers,
 Mike Jr., 
30, and 
Rich, 27, 
were  playing 
hand-
ball and
 Dunne wanted
 to travel with
 
them to the 
tournaments  they 
entered. 
"I 
had 
no 
direction
 as 
to 
what  
I 
wanted
 to 
do,
 
sponswise,"
 he 
said.
 
Since  
he 
was
 the
 
odd  
man
 in 
the 
brothers'
 
duo,
 
he
 
decided
 
to 
play  
sin-
gles. 
Now  
he 
and  
his 
brothers
 
switch
 
around.
 
"There  is 
no 
money  in 
handball,
 
but  if there
 is, 
it's
 in 
singles,"  
Dunne  
said. 
Ile is 
sponsored  
in his 
tournaments
 
by the 
Olympic  Club 
in San er." 
Francisco, 
where he is a member. 
"When it comes to something,
 he 
"Ile has the
 ability and talent to gives
 200 percent, and he still 
remains
 
develop into one 
of the top players in
 very
 
personable," Rayl said. 
the 
country,"  Bernie 
Samet,
 handball In the future,
 Dunne would like to 
coach 
for the   
go to law 
Olympic
 Club 
school.
 
said. 
He feels 
that 
Dunne 
does 
handball 
will 
not have 
a 
always
 be there 
coach but plays
 
for him. 
with the top-
 
It's some -
notch 
players  in 
thing you can 
the area to 
leave 
for a while 
improve his 
and come back 
to, 
just like 
his  
'They are the 
first 
family of 
handball.'  
Joe McDonald 
Vice President, U.S. Handball Assodation 
game. 
He 
relies on help from advanced 
players
 and pros. 
-They'll help you out 
or tell you 
what you did wrong, or 
my
 dad will 
tell me," 
he
 laughed. 
Dunne tries to play 
handball three 
or four times a week.
 
Ile also 
runs, works out for his leg 
strength and plays 
racquetball
 to keep 
his court sense tuned. 
"I love 
my
 
basketball  
too, so 
I play 
that all the time,"1)unne
 said. 
Handball is similar to racquetball,
 
except the ball is smaller and 
harder.
 
You  use both hands. 
Gloves are worn, not to stop the 
pain, but to keep the hall from getting 
covered
 with
 sweat. 
"After a 
while you learn how to hit 
the ball 
where  it doesn't hurt," Dunne 
explained.
 
He looked
 down at his own hands 
covered with large red 
bruises. 
"I 
always
 loved the individuality of 
wrestling. It's one 
on one. 
"You 
against  the other 
guy - same 
with handball.
 It's you 
and  the other 
guy. 
"It's very 
exhilarating  
and  a great 
workout,"  
Dunne  said, 
his dark 
eyes  
shining. 
"You can 
yell at a 
guy for 
half  an 
hour 
on the court
 and than 
afterwards 
you can 
go out and 
have a betx. 
togeth-
dad. 
"I'd like to win a national or make 
the pro tour," he said. 
Then, staring into space, Dunne 
added, "I'd love to do a lot of things." 
Dunne played in an Open Doubles 
Tournament last weekend in New 
York with his brother
 Mike, Jr. 
Naturally, dad played in the over 
50s division. The
 Dunnes won their 
respective divisions. 
It was a family affair. 
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TOTAL
 
TEST
 
PREP:
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I 
EDUCATIONAL  GROUP
 I 
1072 
Saratoga
-Sunnyvale  
Road
 II 
Suite A-103
 
Call (408) 
252-4300  
I 
TWO 
VITAL 
KEYS
 TO 
WINNING
 
JOB 
OFFERS
 
./1 
Resume That
 Stands 
Out and 
Says  "Yes" 
*Interviewing
 Skills That
 
Bring "Living
 Proof" to 
Your 
Resume  
Now it's passible 
to receive the 
valuable  personal 
coaching 
and 
attention  that top 
e.xecutives  pay for, at a 
significant 
fraction of the 
cost.  
Special 
Program
 Package
 for "Soon 
Grads" 
includes:
 -Resume/Job
 Search 
Consultation  
-Interviewing  
Skills 
-Cover/Follow
 Up 
Letters  
-Professional
 Typing of 
Term Papers 
TODAY'S 1013 
MARKET
 
IS 
TOUGH  
COMPETITION
 
START 
GETTING
 READY, 
NOW. 
Develop
 confidence,
 winning 
personality
 and presence
 when 
Interviewing. 
Deal 
with
 interview fears,
 anxieties and 
more.  
'Develop a 
winning
 resume. 
FREE INITIAL 
CONSULTATION 
236-3285  
LAWRENCE  
CHADWICK  & 
ASSOC.
 
Resuinetit Job
 Search 
Consultants
 
1190 Saratoga 
Ave., Suite 210 
vault and beam. Her scores have 
gone 
up since she began com-
petition and they have added to 
the team's overall score. Her 
floor 
exercise  score of 
8.65  
Saturday was high considering 
it was her first time in that event 
this 
season. 
Ann -Marie Taylor decided 
not to compete on the uneven 
parallel 
bars
 after falling twice 
during the three -minute practice 
women are allowed at each 
event.  
"I had two signs I shouldn't 
do the bars," said Taylor, who 
had a fall on her dismount two 
weeks ago. "First I slipped off, 
then my grips slipped." 
She thinks that poor grips 
may have caused her fall
 in the 
March 6 meet. 
She scored 9.00 on the beam 
and 9.05 on the floor exercise 
Saturday. These were not her 
highest scores for the events, 
but she enjoyed them, she said. 
"It was probably the most 
fun I've have on the floor 
a l l a r
 ye," 
she said. 
Saturday, March 28, the 
Spartan women compete in the 
Big West Conference meet at 
Utah State in I.ogan, Utah. 
NEW 
YORK  (AP) -The 
Pontiac
 
Silvenlome
 
was  one 
of nine
 sites announced Monday
 for 
soccer's
 
1994 
World  
Cup, 
and will become the 
first indoor
 
stadium
 
in 
the 
histo-
ry of the 
tournament.  
Foxboro 
Stadium outside
 
Boston,
 Chicago,
 
Dallas,
 the 
Rose Bowl in Pasadena, 
Calif.,
 
Orlando,
 
Stanford  
Stadium, Washington 
and Giants 
Stadium
 
outside
 
New  
York also were selected. 
The 
stadium
 list 
includes  
Soldier  Field 
in Chicago,
 the 
Citrus 
Bowl  in Orlando and 
the
 Cotton 
Bowl
 in Dallas. 
RFK 
Stadium
 is the
 probable 
Washington
 site, 
unless  
the 
Washington
 
Redskins
 complete
 construction
 of their 
new
 stadium by 1994.
 
Twenty-six  
communities  applied 
for the 52 -game
 tour-
nament,  which 
will be 
played
 from 
June 17 -July
 17, 1994.
 
Eight 
were ruled out in 1)ecember.
 
The 
others who failed
 to be selected
 included 
Atlanta,
 
Columbus,
 Denver,  
Houston, Kansas
 City, Miami,  
New 
Haven,
 Conn., New 
Orleans, 
Philadelphia,
 Seattle 
and  
lampa. 
The 
tournament  is 
divided  into six 
groups of four 
teams.
 'limo groups will 
be assigned to three
-city  clusters. 
Soccer officials 
gathered
 in New York 
over
 the week-
end  as the qualifying 
tournament  for the 52 -game 
tourna-
ment  began with 
Puerto
 Rico beating the 
Dominican  
Republic 2-1 and St. 
Lucia  beating St. Vincent 1-0. 
The 
United  States and 
defending
 champion Germany
 
automatically  qualify, but the 
other 138 countries entered 
must  play 582 qualifying 
games
 to see which 22 join the 
Today's 
announcement  was the first step in the 
venue
-
selection process. 
FIFA
 will announce in July 
which  cities 
get the final, the opener and other 
specific  games. 
The
 breakdown of 
which teams will play in which sta-
diums will be announced in 
December  1993, after the 24 
finalists are known. 
Giants Stadium and the Silverdome outside Detroit 
presented problems until FIFA decided earlier
 this month 
that it would
 accept fields slightly narrower than the regu-
lation 110 yards by 75 yards. 
Grass 
will be installed over the artificial turf at both 
stadiums. 
In addition, organizers were to announce that the inter-
national broadcast center will be in Dallas. 
Golden 
Bears roll over Spartans 
SJSU team improves its 
performance 
against  Cal 
said. Irizar scored 9.3 
on the floor exercise to take third 
place in that 
event.
 He stumbled slightly on his dismount 
from the 
parallel bars, but his score of 9.5 gave him sec-
ond in the 
event.  
By Faye Wells 
Other scores of nine or more 
included SJSU's Ron 
Dolly staff writer 
Ilagen's 9.65 for third place on 
the pommel horse. He 
also had 9.1 on the parallel bars. Troy Stewart's high -bar 
SJSU's men gymnasts lost to the University of routine earned him 9.15. 
California at Berkeley Friday in a meet, but the team's "As a team we performed better. We didn't have as 
perforniance improved
 over
 that at Arizona State the pre- many breaks as the previous week," Edwards said. 
vious weekend, according to Ted Edwards, head coach. Brian Matchett, out for the first part of the season 
Mike Young landed badly from his vault and suffered because of injury, had his overall season highest  of 49.6 
a second-degree knee sprain, Edwards said. This and had a 8.95 on the parallel bars, Edwards said. Eric 
knocked him out of the last two events lowering SJSU's Christen.sen had 48.1 for an exhibition score that did not 
overall score. Mikel lrizar scaled down the difficulty of count in the team or individual standings. 
his high -bar routine and did not compete on the rings to "That was to give him experience competing," 
reduce pressure on an injury to the collar bone. Edwards said.The Spartans compete at 
the PAC -10 
-The rings always look to your weakness," Edwards Conference at Stanford's Maples Pavilion on March 28. 
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WORLD  
EVENTS
 
SJSU WEATHER:
 
TODAY  - 
Mostly  cloudy 
with a 30% chance
 of showers highs 
in the mid 60s. TOMORROW - 
Mostly 
cloudy  with a 60% 
chance
 of rain and
 a high of 65 
0 
Margaret
 
Thatcher  has a 
flowery 
attack 
MARPLE
 BRIDGE, England 
(AP) - A 
woman who took a swat at 
Margaret  Thatcher 
with a bunch of daffodils
 was arrested 
Monday.
 
The former prime 
minister  was out seek-
ing votes for the Conservative Party in this 
northern village near 
Manchester  when a 
woman 
offered her a bouquet. 
When Mrs. Thatcher went to 
accept it, the 
woman 
started flailing at her head with the 
daffodils.
 
Mrs. Thatcher turned away 
and her per-
sonal detective stepped between her and the 
floral assailant while uniformed officers held 
the unidentified woman's arm. 
Greater 
Manchester  police arrested the 
woman for an alleged breach 
of
 the peace and 
took her to the 
police station. 
Some witnesses 
said
 it was not clear if the 
flowers  actually hit Mrs. Thatcher, but the 
veteran 
campaigner  appeared unruffled. 
"She didn't 
seem flustered at all by what 
happened and
 didn't mention it to me after-
wards, not a word. It 
is one of the hazards of 
campaigning," said 
Sir Tom Arnold, the local 
Conservative  candidate in the April 9 elec-
tions.
 
@ 
European 
currency
 
needs name 
BONN, Germany (AP) - The I2 -nation 
European Community struggled to work out 
an agreement on creating a united currency 
and how it would work. Now there's a prob-
lem over its name. 
Plans have been for the 
currency  to be 
called the "ecu." But German
 Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl 
has ridiculed that as ugly, and 
his finance minister, Theo Waigel,
 has a new 
nominee - the "Euro-Mark" or "Europa -
Mark." 
But a name linked to the current German 
mark might not sit well with other EC nations 
worried about Germany's domination of the 
economic union as the strongest national 
economy.
 
Waigel's suggestion could be aimed at 
allaying unease in Germany over conditions 
for European economic union by the end of 
the decade, which would mean loss of the sta-
ble German mark. 
Ecu is the English acronym for the 
current 
"European Currency Unit," a 
bookkeeping  
device for international transactions
 that is 
now worth about $1.22 on financial markets. 
It also is the name of an ancient
 French cur-
rency. 
It also isn't pronounced 
uniformly
 - it's 
"EH -cue," "eh -000" or "AY -coo," 
depend-
ing 
on
 whom you ask. 
In a joint interview to 
be
 published in the 
economic newspapers Wall Street
 Journal and 
Handelsblatt, Waigel is 
quoted as saying that 
"ecu doesn't say much to people." 
Germans 
aren't  the only ones who have 
problems 
with the ecu. Britons, who have 
questioned the whole idea
 of a single curren-
cy, have 
made
 some whimsical suggestions, 
including "ecuette," "eek"
 and "cucu." 
@U.S.  studies 
classes start in 
Eastern
 Europe 
WARSAW, 
Poland  (AP) - 
Eastern
 
Europe's  first graduate program in American
 
studies was inaugurated Monday at Warsaw 
University. 
The degree -granting 
program
 is an out-
growth of the American 
Studies Center,  
established with the 
cooperation  of several 
U.S. universities in 1976, 
when  Poland was 
still a Communist country. 
"In 
spite of the economic
 crisis on both 
sides of 
the Atlantic, we want
 to see that the 
program we 
have
 started will flourish," 
uni-
versity 
rector Andrzej Wroblewski
 said dur-
ing opening 
ceremonies.  
University 
officials said eventually
 all 
courses in 
the program will be taught
 in 
English, giving  
students  a practical edge in 
Poland's new market 
economy,  where foreign 
language skills 
are  a must. 
The 43 students
 in the first class will also 
study American 
culture,  history and eco-
nomics. 
OFarmers
 have 
laugh
-in to 
mock  
government
 
BANGALORE, India (AP) - 
When
 
angry 
protests don't work, try 
laughter.  
That's 
what  20,000 farmers did 
for two 
hours Monday 
in this southern 
capital  to 
express their scorn 
for  the state government. 
"We 
want to laugh this government out," 
said M.D. 
Nanjundaswamy,
 leader of the 
Karnataka 
Farmers
 Association as supporters 
howled and guffawed 
outside the state legisla-
ture 
building.  
Protesters 
waved  green towels and 
shouted 
slogans demanding
 the Karnataka govern-
ment
 resign for its alleged 
corrupt  practices, 
including
 land scandals. 
As faces started
 to hurt from the 
non-stop  
effort, many farmers began 
to
 whistle. 
"There's  no law 
against
 laughing," said 
Police Commissioner R. 
Ramalingam. 
NEWS
 QUIZ 
Five correct - reads the Daily. 
Three to four - 
reads Teen Beat. 
One to 
two - reads comic 
books. 
0 Name the three candidates 
running  for A.S. president? 
0 How many died in the N.Y. jet 
crash? 
0 How many people are running 
in the A.S. elections? 
0 What's playing at the San Jose 
Civic Light  Opera? 
0 When are the A.S. elections? 
'<amnia pun Sepsaupam 
(5) ,,3tusp,1 
(2) OS 
Durum'
 oz (z) suriaAut 
P15°! 'oreti uynt so(' (i):SIBMSNV 
Edited
 
try
 John Vieira, 
Daily staff writer 
From Associated Press Wire Services 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
FAX: 924-3282 
PHONE: 924-3277 
The 
SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no 
claim for products or 
services 
advertised  below nor le 
there any guarantee Implied. The 
classified columns of the Spartan 
Daily consist of paid advertising 
and offerings 
are  not approved or 
waled by the 
newspaper.
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
LOSE HALF YOUR BUTT 
BY 
SUMMER! 
Leading
 edge scientific formulas. 
used by the pros for weight 
loss  & 
body sculpting with fast results! 
No drugs. Not a diet! All natural! 
100% guaranteed! 408 496-1318. 
85,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH 
Insurance coverage for 
students  
thru Blue Cross of 
California. 
Rates as low as $20 
per  month. 
A Dental Care plan is also 
available 
for as little as $4 75 
per month. 
To apply for coverages. Call: 
(409) 262-7300. 
WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY 
VOLUNTEERS 
Reach out 3 hours
 per week 
as
 a Community 
Friend,  providing 
social support to those 
suffering  horn mental 
illness 
Great
 
experience  
for psych. majors. 
We train. (408) 436.0606. 
HELLENIC DANCERS 
Greek foikdance concert
 with kw 
music.
 Sat. 
April
 4th at 6:30 Pm  
First Christian
 Church Hall. 
80
 S Fifth St 
San Jose, 
$10  for 
students  
AFRICAN 
CONNECTIONS 
Books and
 unique 
African
 gifts 
463 So 
Bascom 
Ave 
San Jose, 
CA. 95128.279-3342.
 
NEW: STUDENT
 DENTAL PLAN
 
Office 
visits,  teeth cleaned 
and 
X-rays - 
no charge.
 
SAVE MONEY
 and your 
TEETH  
Enroll now.
 For brochure 
see  
A.S  Office or call 
800.655.3225 
EARN 
5511  for 
your
 fraternrty,
 
sorority.
 club or 
business  by 
selling  
silkscreened  tshirts
 or sweatshirts 
w/ 
your
 custon 
design  or
 ego 
(6 color
 max) 
Quality  
printing
 
conveniently located in 
Santa Clara 
Call Brainstorm
 Graphics for
 a 
Quote 
today!'! 4986343. 
AMAZING  SECRETS 
REVEALED!!!
 
Get free grants up to 
$500,000. 
from US Gov't. and not pay a penny 
back! Get 
10-20  secured 
credit
 
cards at only 
8%
 with $4000 
instant credit 
Complete  listing of 
goof job openings 
from $25k -631i. 
For 
information
 write
 to: I C.S Box 
3205. Saratoga. CA 950701205.
 
CASH FOR 
EDUCATION.  
More
 than 
$1000,000.000
 in financial
 aid is 
available
 to students 
annually  
I C.S. Corp can find 6 to 25 
Sources 
of 
financial  
assistance 
geared
 specifically to you. For free 
and 
complete  information, write 
to: 
I C S Corp. 
PO. Box 3205 
Saratoga 
CA. 95070 
Time is a 
terrible thing to 
waste.
 
Do 
it now 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
AUTO  
INSURANCE
 
Campus 
Insurance
 Service 
Special  
Student
 Programs 
Serving  SJSU 
for 20 years 
'Great 
Rates for Good
 Draws" 
'Good 
Rates  for Non
-Good  Drivers"
 
SPECIAL
 DISCOUNTS
 
'Good
 
Student'
 
Multicer* 
CALL
 TODAY 
296.5270  
FREE  QUOTE 
NO HASSLE
 - NO 
OBLIGATION  
Also open
 
Saturdays
 9-2. 
CHEAP!
 Fm/U.S. SEIZED
 
89 
Mercedes $200 
86 VW .550 
87 Mercedes .$100. 
65 Mustang 
..850. 
Choose 
from
 thousands starting
 
at
 $25 FREE 
24 hour 
recording
 
reveals 
details  801.3792929 
Copyright
 C CA291(1C 
HELP WANTED 
ARE 
YOU  A GO-GETTER? 
We're looking for sell -motivated 
people with an interest 
in
 
marketing. For an interview, call: 
(408) 
978-1067
 
International 
Business  Developers 
1000 SONGS IN OUR JUKE BOXI 
Why work 
anywhere
 else? 
Drivers
 $7-11/he Must be 18, 
own car, ins, cln. DMA., F/T & P/T 
Flexible hours. Sense of 
humor!  
Openings for cooks 
& counter help 
PIZZA
 
AGO
 GO 
135W  Santa  Clara
 St. 
Downtown
 San Jose, 
BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR 4 MO. 
old 
child.  Mon./Wed./Fri., 8am to 6 
pin. 
References
 required. Exp. Pre-
ferred.
 Light housework. 356.5907. 
AC-TIV-ISM 
The 
taking of action to achieve 
a political
 or social change. 
CAUFORNIA CITIZEN ACTION 
is now hiring articulate 
energetic  
people to make California a better 
place to live. Get involved in your 
future. Be  nef its/travel / adv ance. 
Merit oppty. Hrs. 2-10 p.m.
 5325.-
5550.par  week.Call 
4082805077. 
GRAPHIC DESIGNER wanted to 
plan 
& design publicity for 
Associat-
ed Students Leisure Services. Must 
have
 experience with design on 
Mixintosh, good pasteup and com-
munication skills Must be current 
Student. work -Study welcome. 
25-27
 hr/wk. flexible, on-campus 
Training begins in July. job 
begins 
August 1992. $6 
05-56.40  per 
hour.
 Apply by March 27 in Student 
Activities & Services. 9245950 
COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE 
Staff 
needed at local 
residential facilities
 for 
young adults wrth autism and 
related 
disabilities
 FT/PT positions
 
available
 Start S6...U.25 /hour 
Supervisor positions available with 
prior experience $7.-$7.25/hour
 
Cali 408 
4463953.
 
EXCITING SUMMER JOBS at Rath-
ern 
California  Gay Resorts. Open-
ings May 251h thru 
Sept./3th.  Tram-
rig
 provided, all positions:
 Bar, 
Restaurant, Hotel, 
Landscaping, 
Maintenance, Security, 
Lightman 
and Dl. Send employment 
history  & 
personal description to: Employ-
ment,
 The
 Woods/Fifes
 Resort, PO 
Box 
1690, Guerneville,
 
CA 
qv
 qt. 
SUMMER TEACHING POSITION 
California's  most repartee] reading 
school
 is 
hiring  reeding 
enrichment 
teachers. FT 
summer work,
 
$400 
4500./wk.
 
it 
mi allotment, 
health
 
benefits.  Paid 
training,  
flexible hrs.
 Undergrad degree 
required Need
 car Hone teaching 
skills
 while helping kids learn to 
love books. 
41$  759-6950. 
FITNESS FREAKS 
Like to work out iS earn 85$? 
Nutritional co, 
expending
 to 
San Jose area. 
Looking
 for 5 key 
people
 10
 
1111
 
open  positions. 
Call 
for appointment. 
236-3451. 
RUBBER STAMPS. 
4 person shop 
near campus Assembly, 
fabricating
 
ai/or mgmt
 trainee.  
FT/PT 
984-4003 
MATTRESS STORE
 needs FT/PT 
help Small 
store,
 informal, mans 
ON. Close 
to
 SJSU 
Off
 to study 
during slow 
periods  294.5478. 
CASHIER  
NEEDED
 for lunch 
rush.  
Great for students
 2-3 hours a 
day, Monday
-Friday Call Menke 
at
 
Mime's. 2540 N 1st
 St. 4394111110 
CLOTHES
 NORSE NEEDS 
STALL 
Exciting
 now 
lin* 
of
 clothe* 
looking  for college 
students  to 
help firvi 
511155 ewe  in local 
area stores. 
`Mull  have 
full
 
autonomy  with 
benefit
 of corporate 
support for your good ideas. 
Ideal
 position for summer
 of 
pert-timers. Interested? 
Call 
1-510577.3525. 
Ask for Rob or 
Wheel. 
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT 
(Located
 
on Light 
Rail)  
Accepting applications for part. 
time cashier and kitchen positions. 
Fun, fast
-paced  atmosphere. Must 
be 
energetic, enthusiastic, depend-
able
 and neat in appearance. 
Apply  in person at PASTA MIA, 
2565 No. First Street (at 
Trimble). 
$7.00 - LOG PER HOUR 
Fulltime
 or Parttime 
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS 
Excellent  benefits 
Credit union
 
Vacation pay. 
Free uniforms
 or non undor med. 
Referral
 bonus. 
Apply: Mon.- 
Fri 8 am.
 
-5
 Pro. 
Vanguard Security Services 
3212 
Scott  Filvd, Santa 
Clara
 
Beta. San Tomas/Olcon near 101. 
MARKETING  SALES 
Dallas based co seeking self 
motivated individuals, willing 
to 
work wrth and develop° a 
local management team. 
Call for
 details 236.2198 
PRIVATE PRE-SCHOOL 
in downtown San Jose seeks 
afternoon TEACHER w/ min. 12 
units ECE  exp. and preschool 
AIDE w/ min. 6 
sods
 ECE 
for morning program. 
Call Lauren 
288.1533.  
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn 
$2,000
 +/month  world 
travel.
 
Holiday. summer & career employ-
ment available. No experience nec-
essary For employment 
program -
Call: 1.206.545.4155 ext C523. 
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED NOW!! 
Earn 81,000. weekly 
mailing  our 
circulars in 
your  spare time at 
Fume'
 Guaranteed' Free supplies 
& 
postage! Easy money! Begin
 now! 
No experience necessary! 
Free details! Send L SASE to: 
SMS. Dept. 
Col  -11A. Box 610, 
Cordova, TN 38018.0610 
PETITION 
CIRCULATORS  NEEDED 
Earn $6.00- 
512.(5)  per hour! 
Will train. Pallor part time 
Flexible  hours Paid 
daily 
Campaign Management Services. 
(408)24E37406
 
POSTAL JOGS AVAILABLE! 
NAM_ 
Groat
 benefits. 
Call
 
BOO
 3384388 Ext. P-3310. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for
 censer 
minded motNated 
individuals.  Work 
with new 
environment  co. Rot PT 
No cap needed 415 3697730. 
$40,000/YRI READ BOOKS 
and TV 
scripts.  Fill out simple
 
'like/dont like'
 form. EASY, 
Fun,
 
relaxing at home, beach,
 vacations 
Guaranteed paycheck 
FREE 
24
 hour 
recording.  
1301.3792925  
Copyrght
 0 CA29KE 
B. 
NEED EXTRA 
INCOME
 FOR 1992? 
Earn  $500 - 
$1000  weekly 
stuffing 
envelopes.  For details: 
Rush $1.00 with SASE 
to:  
018 
Group 
Inc. 
1019 Lk. Sherwood' 
Orlando,
 FL 32818 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
ltaberes 
Earn $5000.  
/mo.
 Free 
transportation!  Room & board! Over 
8.000 
openings. Male or Female 
For employment program 
call  
1-206.545-4155  eat 317. 
HOUSING 
ROOMS 4 
RENT  1 block from SJSU. 
Old 
Victorian  house. Rent 
ranges
 
from 
8200.4300.  10% PG&E 
monthly. $150.
 dip Al 293.7926 
311 SOUTH FOURTEENTH STREET 
Twenty.five hundred square 
feet
 
2 1/2 
baths,  3 bedrOOMS 
Dining,
 Irving & 
family
 rooms 
Save 
commission,
 
BUY FROM 
OWNER 
408 
297-9458  
FURNISHED ROOMS
 
No duped 
Weekly rates 
297.9458 
7805.
 11TH STREET APTS. 
2 bdrm/2 bath. Start $745 
Walk or ride bike to 
school. 
Cable 
T.V. available.
 Laundry 
facilities. Security 
entrance.  
Remodeled, 
roomy  & very clean. 
Call Richard or Denise at 288.9157 
or leave message for manager
 
NICE 
ROOMS FOR NON-SMOKERS 
to rent. Park. & laundry. 
Nt.
 SJSU in 
Victorians. $325.  dep. 295-2272. 
GATEWAY APTS,  NOW 
ACCEPTING
 
applications for Fall. Lrg. 2 beam. 2 
bath. Free  cable IV. 
Game  room w/ 
pool table & ping pong.
 BBQ area. 
Corner of 
4th & WIlliaM. Ideal for 
4 
students
 Call today. 
947.0803.
 
HI RISE
 BLDG. BRIGHT, AIRY 1 BR. 
Apts. with A.E.K., D.W., A.C., gated 
covered
 parking, intercom 
entry, 
laundry. OK for 2. Rent from $695. 
Also small penthouse. 
Quiet, nice 
for staff. 1 block 
from  campus. 
Aspen Vintage Tower. 2974705. 
4 BDRM, NOUSE,  2 
ROOMS 'rail 
May  1st. Master: $425.  1/3 util 
Other:
 $350.  1/3 util. Kitchen
 & 
family room. Full 
priv. Legh/Curt. 
nor, Call Valerie 1408) 
371-7539.
 
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE 
3410 
Stevens
 Creek San Jose 
Open 
Deily.  11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
241-5110 or 
241-5511. 
A shared housing service. 
Lookers
 Free - Havers $20. Fee. 
Over 100 listings abatable! 
The simplest and best way 
to find
 a roommate 
2 BEDROOM APT. 15760./MONTH. 
Close 
in 
Modern 
building  
Free basic cable service 
Secure 
perking  
Elevator
 
Laundry room 
1100 
am. to 100 pm. 295-6893. 
Village Apartments. 576 S. 5th St. 
SERVICES 
COLLEGE FUNDS 
FOR EVERYONE 
'Eligibility regardless of grades 
arid income for most' 
Minrtnurn 7 sources guaranteed' 
'Giver
 $10 
billion  in 
private sector  
aid' 
For free info 
call: 
408
 9279299. 
VOICEMAIL SS. PER MONTH. 
No deposit. installation or deposit  
costs.  Private and secure. 
Simple
 to use. For information 
Call 1 
800  659 3356 
FREE COLOR 
ANALYSIS,  
makeover 
& skin care analysis 
Professional  image consultant. 
Quality products
 at 40-75% 
less
 
than retail Small groups or 
Individuals Call 
Tracy 947.1537 
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES. 
All subjects. Paper, thesis
 
developMent assistance. 
Qualified 
writers 
Editing Resumes 
Work guaranteed Reasonable 
Berkeley. (510) 841.5036 
50% discount on all PERMANENT 
COSMETICS by TRISH.
 Enhance
 
your natural beauty!! EYE 
LINER -
EYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
 
SCARS BLENDED. Expires 5-31.92, 
405-3794500 
Hair Today
 Gone Tomorrow 
621 E. Campbell Ave 
817 
Campbell, Ca. 95008. 
MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALU 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing, or 
using chemicals. 
Let  us 
permanently remove your 
unwanted hair. BACK-CHEST -
LIP -BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC 
Students & faculty 15% discount 
1st.
 41:64
 
1/2  
price  if made by 
5/31/92. Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave. 
017, Campbell.
 
14081  3793500. 
Gwen, Trish or Malice, 
Registered Electrologists. 
TRAVEL
 
COLLEGE TOURS SPRING BREAK 
'92 Mazatlan $449 Cancun $529 
For information and reservations, 
call Teresa 1.800.395-4896. 
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? 
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe, U.S.? 
Make your vacation plans now 
Call 
for  low airfares 
408
 997.3647 Arlene 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALJA 
Information
 on semester,  year,  
graduate, summer and 
internship programs in Perth. 
Townsville. Sydney. and Melbourne 
Programs 
start  at $3520 
Call 1-800-676.3896. 
COLLEGE  TOURS SPRING BREAK 
'92. Mazatlan $449. Cancun $529 
For information and reservations, 
call Teresa 1.800.395.4896. 
WHERE DO YOU WANT
 10 00? 
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe, U.S.? 
Make your vacation plans now. 
Call for low airfares. 
408  997.3647 Arlene, 
AMTRAK 
EXPANDS  TRAIN SER-
VICE TO SAN JOSE! Beginning Dec. 
12. try Amtrak's
 3 new daily trains 
to Sacramento. leaving San Jose at 
6 35 
em.
 12:10 pm. & 510pm. 
Trains
 stop at Fairfield and Davis. 
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses 
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax 
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and 
Marysville / Oroville / Chico / Red 
Bluff / Redding. One Amtrak ticket 
covers both train and bus. One-way 
fare to Sacramento: $23. Jan -April 
roundtnps only $24. most days 3 
daily departures also available 
from
 
San Jose to Fresno / Hanford 
/ 
Bakersfield via direct 
Amtrak  
bus to trainside at Stockton 
.Call 1.800 
USA.RAIL 
for information 
WORDPROCESSING
 
PROFESSIONAL TYPE SETTING: 
term papers, theses, resumes, 
letters. advertisements, end flyers. 
Quality  and prompt service. 
Call Penal
 (408) 247.3695. 
WAY FRIENDLY HOME TYPIST 
Near  De Ann & Vallco 
Stropping
 
Center, all Bollinger. 
Word Perfect / Laser Printer. 
OPEN  EVERY DAY - 24 HOURS!! 
Suzanne
 446-5658 
IMPROVE YOUR OPA. PROF. W/P. 
Resumes,  theses, papers, busness 
plans. 
Grammar
 /spelling. 
Transcription. 
Laser  printer, 
FREE Pick up & delivery 
Low rates 
(408) 7470335. 
STUDENT PAPERS  RESUMES. 
Call Mrs. Morton 2669448. Exper-
tise on APA. MLA. Turabian formats.
 
WIll 
edrt for correct grammar. 
punctuation, & sentence structure. 
prepare tables, and graphs; 
print out in attractive laser type. 
(Will also edit your DOS disk ) 
international Students Welcome! 
Willow Glen area. Hrs 
7a-
 8.30p. 
THE TYPESPAITH offers word 
processing on a Macintosh IN with 
a Laser printer. I do term papers.
 
reports. resumes.
 letters. 
I am in the Cambrian area. 
Call Joan at 448-3370. 
EXPERIENCED WORD 
Processors, 
familiar with APA/Turaben
 
formats. Scents and English  
papers our speciatty. 
Free  spell 
check/storage. Low.cost editing 
and graphics. Resumes and 
other services available. 
Masterson's Word Processing. 
Call Paul or Virginia 
2510449.
 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 
Word Processing, Term Papers 
Theses, Graduate Work, APA & 
Turabian. Desktop Publishing, 
Graphic Design & Layout.
 
Laser Output, 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING 
Near Oakridge 
Mall. 
2244395, 
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE 
Term papers, theses, resumes, 
letters
 & reports. All formats.
 
Steno service. Pick up 
and
 
delivery 
Ion large lobs. 20 years experience. 
MA in English - Phi Beta Kappa 
Call Margaret, 
8 
am
 to 5 pm,
 
at 251.6775. 
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
ON CAMPUS (Monday -Friday) 
for all your 
TYPING  needs. 
OVER -NIGHT turn-around 
Ion 
most  papers 
(with advance notice). 
15 yrs. experience 
Dependable!  
$2 00 per double spaced page 
Call 
Jude
 
-338-2279 
(evenings).
 
PROFESSIONAL 
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE. 
Theses, 
term papers,  reports 
resumes, letters. 
Save time - 
Fax  your edits to me 
Quick return. 15 
years experience 
WordPerfect 
5.1,  Laser printout. 
Call Marie at 
971.6231 
ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
 
Let THE 
RIGHT TYPE solve 
your wordprocessing 
woes' 
Reasonable rates 
Evenings and weekends 
Willow Glen area 
Ask about specials' 
Call (408) 
266-1460  
AFFORDABLE  
EXPERIENCED 
wordprocessing!
 
Term papers  
reports, 
group
 
papers,
 resumes,  
letters, 
theses.
 laserprinter,
 
etc Ail 
formats plus APA, 
Speacheck,  
punctuation
 
& 
grammar
 assistance. 
All work guaranteed!
 
Call PAM 247.2681, 
8am
  
8pm  
for 
worry free 
professional
 
dependable  service 
GRAD 
STUDENTS!
 Call 
Marsha
 
at 266.9448 for
 assistance won 
at
 
phases of 
Thesis/Project  
preparation. 
Editing  (grammar,
 
punctuation, 
sentence
 structure), 
tables, graphs, laser
 
printing.  
(Resume service
 also available) 
International Students 
welcome!  
Willow Glen area.
 
Hours 7 a.m. 8.30 
p.m  
GINA'S 
WORDPROCESSING
 
Experienced
 & Affordable 
Term papers. Theses 
Manuscripts.  WordPerfect 5 1 
Call 
3384303/1.  
WHEN  THE BEST 
IS ALL YOU  NEED. 
PAPERS
 - $1.90/pg
 
and
 
up
 
RESUMES
 - $12.00 and up 
Laser Printer 
- Spell Check 
English
 problems
 a 
specialty'  
Open evenings
 and weekends 
Minutes from campus' 
408/2544565 
QUAUTY  WORD 
PROCESSING 
Fast & dependable 
Flexible hours. WP 5 1 
Noel 
- 732-8612 
I'D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING 
Term papers, letters,
 resumes 
Loc rear Moorpark & 
Saratoga
 
Call Mary Jane 985-7919 
CALL UNDA TODAY 
for 
expererced,  professiona.
 
wordprocessing Theses,
 ten' -
papers,
 group 
projects.  etc 
All formats 
including
 APA 
Quick 
return.
 
Transcription  services  
lavaliere
 
Almaden
 / Branham 
area 
Phone  264-4504 
DO IT!
 
ADVERTISE IN THE 
SPARTAN DAILY! 
DAILY  CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING  THAT 
WORKS!  
PRINT 
YOUR
 AD 
HERE.  (Count approximately
 30 
letters and
 spaces
 
for  
each
 line. 
Punctuation counts as one 
letter.) 
DEIDEMOODEODOODEMOOLICIMIOODOCIODE
 
OODOEIDOOODOODEDEEDOODOODOODEDE
 
DOOOLIODOECIOLIODOODOEIEMOEMOODEOE
 
FIEODOOLIDOODOODDOEIHODOELII=DEOF
 
Name 
AD RATES, 
MINIMUM
 3 LINES ON ONE DAY
 
One Two Throe 
Four Five 
Address  
Day  Days Days 
Days
 Days 
3 lines $5.00 
$6.00 $7.00 $8.00 
$9.00 
CXy/State Zip 
4 lines $6.00
 $7.00 $8.00  $9.00 $10.00   
5 lines 
$7.00  $8.00
 $9.00 $10.00 $11.00 
Phone  
6 lines 
$800
 $9.00 $10.00$11.00 $12.00 
Each additional
 line $1.00
 
Each addisonal
 day.  $1.00 
SEMESTER
 RATES, ALL 
ISSUES
 
5-9 lines: 
$70.00* 10-14 
lines.
 $90.00 
15-19 lines: $110.60 
Questions? 
Call (408) 924-3277 
Please check
 
  
your  
classification:
 
(   
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER T(): 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State 
University  
San Jose, California 95192-0149 
 Classrfied 
desk Is located in Oydght Rental Hall Room 209 
 Deadline Two days 
before publication 
 Consecutive publications dates 
only 
 No refunds on cancelled ale 
Announcements
 
Automotive 
Computers 
For 
Salo  
°reek
 
Hold 
Wanted
 
Housing 
Lost  and 
Found 
Sonnces 
Stereo
 
Travel
 
WordproceSsing
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Amanda McBroom, top, 
plays  Mame Dennis and Jane Johnston, 
friend, Vera, in 
the  San Jose Civic Light Opera's production of "Mame." 
Kelly L. Davis 
bottom 
- Special 
to the Daily 
right, plays Mame's best 
Primus 
funks  out 
SJSU
 
By Jason Rothman 
Daily ens and ewes-talons:at editor 
Under a 
full
 moon cascading 
against the back
 curtain, Primus took 
the stage at the
 SJSU Event Center,
 
and for the 
5,086 fans who saw the 
concert,
 Primus sucked. 
Of 
course,  sucking is exactly the 
opposite of 
what  it normally means. 
And it is the
 highest compliment that 
one could give the band. 
From the 
beginning  of Primus' first 
song,
 "To Defy the Laws of 
Tradition," 
the audience members 
danced around 
like 
they were on 
speed  
- an audio 
speed 
dealt
 to them by the 
band. 
The 
floor  
instantly  became a 
sea of slam 
pits  and 
jumping people. By 
the end of the 
first  
song,
 the infectious 
wave hit 
the seats 
and
 the
 
house was 
literally hoppin'. 
Some people found
 it boring to 
slam -dance
 so they were tossed
 above 
the rest of the 
crowd. These 
small,  
skinny people 
landed on other  
people's 
heads and 
then crawled
 on top of 
them. A 
select  few 
also
 found their
 
way to the
 stage and 
then  dived 
off.
 
During one 
case in 
particular,  it 
became
 a 
dangerous
 thing 
to do. An 
extremely  large
 man (at least
 6-foot -5 -
inches and 
more  than 270 
pounds)  
found 
his  way on to the 
stage when 
three security
 guards - 
larger  than he 
- began closing in. Instead of letting that didn't detract 
them escort him off the 
stage he decid- from the high energy 
ed to belly -flop into the audience of the show. 
while the crowd oohed and ahhed - Claypool twirled and 
while a few unlucky viewers said 
marched  around the 
stage sometimes and 
These local boys, from the Bay Moore ran around 
Area, played an inspired show. They and did a 
few
 one -
actually seemed happy to be there and handed
 can wheels,
 
wanted to give the fans a show worth but other than that, 
the $21 ticket price,  the members stayed 
The show also had a few surprises. close to their micro
-
Before Primus officially took the 
phones.  
stage, the members played with open- Primus mostly 
ing band Trulio Discracias, composed played songs from 
of members of its third album, 
Fishbone, "Sailing the Seas of 
Parliament, The Cheese," while 
Red Hot Chili throwing in a few
 
Peppers 
and songs from two ear-
FunIcadelic.
 
her albums. 
Then, during the Like the 
band's 
Primus  set, saico- past concerts in the 
phone player Bay Area, the fans 
Angelo Moore
 sang and yelled the 
(Fishbone)  returned lyrics back to 
the favor by playing 
Claypool as he sang 
several  songs with them.
 
the band. They 
ripped 
At one 
point  during the two-hour through "Those 
set, bassist and lead singer, Les Damn 
Blue -Collar 
Claypool asked Moore, "How's your 
Robert 
Plant?"  and Moore replayed, 
"Robert Plate?" 
MUSIC 
, 
7Zif, 
ri 
REVIEW
 
FEATURES
 
'Mame' 
isn't 
memorable
 
at 
S.J.
 
Civic
 
Light  
Opera
 
By Dorothy 
Klavins
 
Daily staff 
writer 
If 
the San Jose Civic Light Opera's 
production of "Mame"
 sounds a little 
familiar,  it could be the title 
song.  
Jerry  Herman's 
score
 borrows 
from his 
older  hit, "Hello, 
Dolly!" 
The title songs
 in both these 
comedies  
shout the 
praises  of their 
heroines
 by 
repeating  their 
names  
endlessly.
 If the 
music is 
reminiscent,  the main 
charac-
ters 
are sisters 
in spirit. 
Marne sails 
through  life with 
the 
same 
extravagance 
as Dolly 
Gallagher  
Levi. 
Everyone should
 have  an Auntie
 
Marne come into his 
life. 
But Amanda
 McBrooni, who plays 
the 
title  role, 
needs
 to push a 
little 
harder
 to catch the 
spirit of this 
irre-
pressible
 auntie.
 
McBroom wears
 the lavish cos-
tumes
 and belts out
 songs in a 
strong
 
voice 
- but her 
Mame
 always seems
 
to be on 
stage rather 
than
 turned -on 
to 
life.  
Marne  sums up 
her  philosophy 
in 
"Open 
a New Window," 
which she 
sings to her 
nephew Patrick 
when  he 
comes to live 
with her. 
Maine encourages
 him to "dance
 
to a 
new  rhythm" 
and enrolls 
him  in 
the 
Laboratory of 
Life School - 
a 
nude 
awareness training
 for the grade 
school set. 
The show has 
no
 surprises when 
it 
comes to 
the story. 
The dialogue's best 
lines are 
reserved for zingers which Mame 
throws off at her best friend or at peo-
ple who generally think differently 
than 
Marne.  
One zinger Mame uses 
is
 
"Schlitzhead"
 which means airhead. 
In 
another, she refers to her friend as 
not 
old,
 just "somewhere between 40 
and death." 
The 1929 stock market crash 
forces Mame to look for work. Jane
 
THEATER
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Johnston 
plays  
Maine's
 
friend  Vera, 
the  alcoholic 
and
 sometime stage
 star, 
who gives  
Mame a walk-on 
part in her 
next musical. 
Mame  
manages
 to ruin 
Vera's 
show by 
falling
 off the moon.
 Well, 
heck,  it's a 
comedy
 isn't it? 
The two 
friends  sum 
up their 
friendship in 
"Bosom Buddies,"
 a duet 
that
 doesn't have
 enough back
-biting 
venom
 to be believable. 
The 
scene is stolen 
by
 the entrance 
of a 
mousy and timid 
Agnes, Patrick's
 
chaperone, 
played by 
Denise 
Kilboume. 
Kilbourne
 lets her body 
express  her 
character. 
She
 walks 
pigeon-toed,  
drops
 her 
shoulders,
 casts her
 eyes down 
and 
winds 
her gray 
sweater
 into knots 
when she talks. 
Mame 
dresses
 Agnes 
in red and 
sends her out 
to meet the 
world.  
Agnes 
meets  the world at 
a motel 
in Pennsylvania
 and returns 
pregnant. 
Kilbourne now
 has another body 
to 
work with, and she does an outstand-
ing job as the round and ripe mother -
to-be trying to walk up stairs or back 
into 
chairs. 
Three students from SJSU appear 
in "Mame" 
as
 chorus members 
-Janet Tomblin, Greg Delander and 
Teresa -Michelle Dean. Dean plays a 
small part as Patrick's upscale fiancee, 
Gloria. 
Mame dismisses Gloria as one of 
those women with "the IQ of a dead 
flashlight
 
battery."
 
Dean  
manages
 
to 
bring
 out 
every 
point
 in 
that  
IQ.  
The 
dancers
 
and 
production
 
num-
bers 
are 
splashy.
 A 
tango
 in a 
speak-
easy,  
with  
the 
dancers
 
wearing
 vivid
 
blues  
and  
reds,  
ends  
in
 a 
strobe
-light-
ed
 
keystone  
comedy
 
chase  
when
 the 
police  
arrive.  
"That's
 
flow  
Young
 I 
Feel"  
has  a 
lot
 of 
energy
 and 
features
 
Maine  
in 
some
 fancy
 
stepping.
 
Ito, 
played
 by 
Hisato
 
Masuyama,
 
came
 to 
life 
in the 
number
 "We
 
Need  
a 
Little  
Christmas."
 
This 
quiet 
house
-
boy 
is 
suddenly
 the 
life 
of
 the 
party 
as 
he 
jams  
the 
Santa  
Lucia  
candles
 on 
his 
head 
and 
dances
 
around  
a 
giggling
 
Agnes,  
who 
wears
 a 
string
 
of
 
Christmas
 
lights
 
around  
her 
lumpy  
body. 
The  
orchestra  
of the 
San 
Jose
 Civic
 
Light  
Opera
 is 
conducted  
by 
Barbara
 
Day 
Turner,
 who 
is 
director
 
of
 the 
SJSU 
orchestra 
Saturday,
 
four
 of 
the 
microphones
 
failed  to 
pick up 
the 
middle  
register  of 
people's
 
voices  
and
 some
 in the 
audi-
ence 
were 
heard  
saying,  
"What  
did
 he 
say?" 
But, 
while  
the
 opening
 night
 crowd 
found  no 
show
-stoppers
 to 
bring  them 
to their
 feet, 
they did
 laugh 
at the 
jokes 
and 
applaud  
the
 
production
 
numbers.
 
The show 
ends not 
with  a big 
bash,  
but with
 the repeat
 of 
Patrick's  
love
 
for his
 Aunt 
Mame  as he 
sings "My
 
Best 
Girl."  
"Maine" is an 
evening out, but 
never lives up to Maine's philosophy 
of "traveling anew highway." 
The Civic Light 
Opera  produc-
tion of "Mame" 
runs 
through April 4 
at the 
Center
 for the Performing 
Ails,
 
255 Almaden Blvd. 
Tickets are $24-$34 and 
student  
rates are available.
 
Call 
971-1212.
 
Marne
 Rowland - Daily staff 
photographer  
1\veckers" while the 
Angelo Moore of Fishbone and newly formed 
Trulio Discracias joins Les Claypool and Tim (Herb) Alexander
 of 
crowd stepped up 
Primus during their Saturday night show 
at the Event Center. Moore joined Primus for one-third 
of the show, 
their slam -dancing 
Then while playing an electric bass 
abilities
 only to slow down the audi- It is probably Primus' most famous 
with
 a bow (like Robert Plant) ence for "Fish On" and "Here Come song - it put the band on the map for 
Claypool  and company played a slam- The Bastards." the rest of the U.S. 
mm' version 
of
 Led Zeppelin's Claypool broke out his six -string Toward the end of the 
band's
 set, 
"Kashmir." 
bass and played one of the crowd's
 
the members were joined by Todd 
The members of Primus didn't favorite
 songs, "Jerry Was A Race Car Huth, the original guitarist and 
move around the stage too much. But Driver." unknown
 fourth member of Primus. 
Controversial
 
'Basic 
Instinct'
 still grabs
 most 
viewers
 
LOS 
ANGELES 
(AP)  - The 
explicit new 
thriller 
"Basic
 Instinct" 
outraged
 everyone
 except 
moviegoers  
as the 
controversial film
 debuted atop 
the 
box-office  
charts.
 
Blasted by 
gay activists,
 woruen's 
groups and 
film
 reviewers. 
"Basic 
Instinct" 
nonetheless  tied up 
$15.1  
million in its 
premiere,  
according
 to 
figures 
released 
Monday
 by 
Exhibitor
 
Relations
 Co. 
Inc. 
The sex
-and violence
-filled movie
 
stars 
Sharon
 Stone as a 
bisexual  mur-
der suspect 
and Michael
 I kiuglas 
as
 a 
policeman
 investigating
 the 
case
 rather 
closely.
 
The 
film has been 
criticized as 
being  
homophobic,
 sexist
 and plod-
ding.  
"Basic  
Instinct's"
 strong 
opening  
knocked 
"Wayne's  
World"  out of 
first 
place after
 the comedy
 was the 
nation's 
top  film for five 
consecutive  
weekends. 
"Wayne's
 World" earned
 $7.7 mil-
lion for second. 
In 
third  was the 
Joe
 Pesci comedy
 
"My Cousin
 Vinny," 
which  took in 
$7.2
 
million.  Fourth 
went
 
to 
"Lawnmower  Man," with 
ticket sales 
of 
$3.7  
million.
 
"Fried  Green 
Tomatoes" held onto 
fifth place with a gate of $2.9, million 
and
 
"American Me" was sixth on pro-
ceeds of $2.3 million. Making $1.7 
million for seventh was "Beauty and 
the Beast." 
Sylvester Stallone in "Stop! Or My 
Mom Will Shoot" 
claimed eighth on 
receipts of $1.65 million and "Article 
99" was ninth with sales of $1.57 mil-
lion. 
The had nanny story "The Hand 
That Rocks the Cradle" was 10th, 
bringing
 in $1.5 million. 
In limited 
release
 on 288 screens, 
Woody Allen's 
"Shadows  and Fog" 
disappeared in the mist, earning 
just  
$1.1 million. More disastrous yet, 
"Noises Off" took in a silent 
$981,452
 in its debut. 
Here are 
the estimated top movie 
ticket sales Friday
 through Sunday, 
according  to Exhibitor 
Relations, with 
distributor, weekend gross, number of 
theater screens, 
average  per screen, 
total gross and number of weeks in 
release. 
Figures arc based on a combination 
of actual receipts and projections 
where actual figures 
were  not immedi-
ately 
available.  
I. 
"Basic
 Instinct,'
 I nStar. 
$15.1  
million, 
1,567 screens, $9,655 per 
screen, $15.1 million, one week. 
2. "Wayne's 
World,"  Paramount, 
$7.7 million, 1,878 screens, $4,083 
per screen, $79 million, six weeks. 
3.
 "My Cousin Vinny," 20th 
Century Fox, $7.2 million, 
1,500 
screens,
 $4,807
 
per
 screen, $17.4 mil-
lion, two 
weeks.  
4. "The 1.awnmower
 Man," New 
Line, $3.7 
million,  1,308 screens, 
$2,818 per
 screen,
 $21.1 million, three  
weeks. 
5. "Fried Green 
Tomatoes,"  
Universal, $2.9 
million, 1,329 screens, 
$2,180
 per screen, $61.4 
million,
 13 
weeks.  
6. "American 
Mc,"
 Universal $2.3 
million, 826 screens. $2,740 
per 
screen, 
$6.9 million,
 two weeks. 
7. "Beauty and the Beast," Disney, 
$1.7 million,
 1,157 screens, $1,470 
per screen, $122.9 
million,
 19 weeks. 
8. "Stop! Or My Mom 
Will  
Shoot," 
Universal, $1.65 million, 
1,432 screens, 
$1,155  per screen, 
$22.5 
million,  five weeks. 
9. "Article 99," 
Orion,  $1.57 mil-
lion, 
1,263  screens, $1,243 per 
screen,  
$4.8 million, two weeks. 
10. 
"The Hand That Rocks the 
Cradle," 
Disney,
 $1.5 million, 1,292 
screens, $1,127
 per screen, $78.1 mil-
lion. 
11 weeks. 
1 
I 
1 $2,500 NOW 
AVAILABLE I 
1 If you are currently an enrolled student, (gradJundergrad.) we 1 
i 
have $2,500." in scholarship money which never has to be paid t 
I 
(310) 
281-6185
 
1 
1 
i 
i 
I 
back 
regardless  of your C.P.A. or estimated family income. 
To claim our scholarshi 'ust call: 
The United
 Scholarship Foundation 
i 
The band ended its show with one 
of Primus' oldest songs, "Harold
 of 
the Rocks," and the 
crowd sang along, 
slam -danced in the mosh pits 
during 
the fast parts and walked around in 
large circles during the slow -grooving 
parts of the song. 
Primus
 played 
a high-energy
 set 
with 
the 
feeling
 of a 
smaller 
club. 
Although
 some
 of the 
intimacy 
was 
lost 
in the 
size  of the
 venue, 
the band
 
members
 played
 their 
set as 
if
 they 
were
 playing 
for some 
close 
Mewls.
 In 
a sense, 
they 
were. 
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